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GREETINGS…
Hello everyone and welcome to another Incredible edition of the Writer’s Grapevine.
How do I know it’s Incredible? Because it’s filled with “Incredible” contributors. But the proof is as they
say… “In the pudding.” Or in this case on the page. So, grab your favorite drink, snuggle down into your
most comfortable reading nest and ready yourself for some great discoveries.
This month we have new releases, great articles and reports of things to come. So, without further ado,
here’s the Writer’s Grapevine just for you.
Of course, as always, you’re invited to share. Just make certain to send out the entire magazine, or if you
choose to share specific items make certain to copy each one in its completion thus giving the author or
business full credit.
My special thanks to Claire Plaisted of PLAISTED PUBLISHING HOUSE LTD FOR FORMATTING
and Mara Reitsma of COVERED BY THE ROSE FOR THE MAGAZINE COVER Contractor for
Plaisted Publishing House Assisting Author Program http://www.plaistedpublishinghouse.com For their
assistance with this magazine.

*Editor’s Note*
At times the link placement guidelines will be ignored when needed for instructions Etc.

*A CONTRIBUTOR CELEBRATION*

Happy Anniversary Tasha and Stephen Halpert!
40 Years and Counting
(A Love Poem to My Husband)
By: Tasha Halpert

www.heartwingsandfriends.com

Forty years and Counting
How can it be that so much time has passed?
When all those years seem but a blink of eye.
Best friends as we have been both you and I
We’ve traveled hand in hand from first to last.
You have encouraged me, as I have you
We’ve grown together happily and seen
The triumphs gained and losses that have been
The roads we’ve taken as we’ve passed on through.
I have embraced you with desirous arms
You’ve given me much pleasure all our days,
Not just with hands but in so many ways,
As you’ve displayed your dear, entrancing charms.
How many years will it turn out to be?
Just call it what it is, eternity.
--

Heartwings says, “If you follow your heart you cannot lose your way.”

SPONSORS…
Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing (Author, Blogger, Business Assist) is now seeking sponsors to assist with
keeping our prices reasonable so those who are unable to afford the high cost of advertising will have a
place to turn for part of their marketing needs.
Here at Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing where we marry social media marketing with more traditional
approaches, we strive to assist clients with the promotion of their books, blogs, and small businesses.

Our Services
•
•
•
•
•

Featured blog posts
Social Media coverage including:
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

We provide services such as Facebook Page admin Assistance for those who aren’t able or who don’t have
the time to maintain their author, blog, or business Facebook pages.
We also provide, Network and Outreach which can range from something as simple as assisting you with
a query letter to a task as complicated as researching and creating a marketing mailing list so you can send
out information which will target those you serve as well as many other promotional assistive services.What
will you as a sponsor of Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing receive?
If you become a sponsor of Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing, you will receive…
An ad or ads up to 500 words in length on the homepage of my blog which will remain until you either
request it removed, or ask it to be updated in some way
A spot in my monthly magazine, the Writer’s Grapevine, and:
A spot in the sponsor pages of the First Annual Writer’s Grapevine Holiday Extravaganza.
Your ads will also be used in Facebook events held on my Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/tellittotheworld/ and in blog post articles and essays found on:
http://www.campbellsworld.wordpress.com
The price for becoming a sponsor is $30.00 Each 90 days or is free with the purchase of a one-year
advertising package. We accept payment via Paypal.com
For more information including ad guidelines please write us at:Patty.volunteer1@gmail.com
*NOTE* We’ve a lot of sponsors, and the actual sponsor page which is found on my blog is quite long so
to put up their ads in full would take an enormous portion of this magazine. Rather than put up pages of
ads, I’m going to list their names, and how to find them. You can of course visit:
http://www.campbellsworld.wordpress.com/ .click the sponsor page and see all their ads in full including
photos. Keep in mind the sponsor page is a work in progress and is always updating so be sure to check
back often. That having been said, you may occasionally note that there are some new additions here that
haven’t yet made it onto the blog. So, in the meantime, here are all this month’s sponsors.

COLONIAL HEIGHTS ANIMAL HOSPITAL:
http://www.colonialheightsvet.com
AUTHOR JO E. PINTO
NEW RELEASE 2019
DADDY WON’T LET MOM DRIVE THE CAR: TRUE TALES OF PARENTING IN THE DARK
(COPYRIGHT 2019)
To see and buy her books please visit: http://www.amazon.com/author/jepinto
AUTHOR MEREDITH LEIGH BURTON
RELEASED AUGUST 8, 2019
REBEKAH’S REFUGE
To see and buy her books visit: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GC3HNYB/
EZ2SEEPRODUCTS
Learn all about the totally unique, 8.5” x 11” EZ2See®Weekly Planner/Calendar, Specialty Visually
Challenged Friendly Sticky Notepads and Markers at: https://www.EZ2SeeProducts.com Finally a
calendar you can see™
PLAISTED PUBLISHING HOUSE LTD
Assisting Author Program http://www.plaistedpublishinghouse.com
AUTHOR AND ARTIST LYNDA MCKINNEY LAMBERT
Lynda McKinney Lambert announces
Walking by Inner Vision: Stories & Poems now available on Audible
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lynda+McKinney+Lambert&i=audible&ref=dp_byline_sr_audible_1
AUTHOR DONNA W. HILL BOOK: THE HEART OF APPLEBUTTER HILL
http://DonnaWHill.com
CASEY MATHEWS OF WEBFRIENDLYHELP
Taming your Technology & Virtual Assistant
Website: https://webfriendlyhelp.com

ERNEST DEMPSEY
Author, editor, citizen journalist, blogger, and human and animal rights advocate, website:
www.ernestdempsey.com
AUTHORS TASHA AND STEPHEN HALPERT
Shop for Stephen and Tasha’s books, ABACADABRA MOONSHINE & OTHER STORIES by Stephen
Halpert, Up to My Neck in Lemons and other books by Tasha Halpert online at:
https://smile.amazon.com/
AUTHOR ANNE COPELAND
PUMPKIN, PUMPKIN
Folklore, History, Planting Care, and Good Eating
by Anne Copeland (C 2019)
https://www.amazon.com/Pumpkin-Folklore-History-Planting-Eating/dp/1719980985/
AUTHOR AND BLIND PHOTOGRAPHER PRANAV.LAL
Website: https://praanavwrites.com
JOHN CRAWFORD’S SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Website: https://johncrawfordschoolofmusic.wordpress.com/

WHAT’S UP…
Hey Everyone.
Can you believe we’re already nearly through the month of October? Is that not amazing? Speaking of
amazing, we’ve got some amazingly busy writers and business owners in this month’s issue. Before we
begin, here are some days which should be recognized this month. Some have been, some are to come, all,
are important.
October
This Is Friendship Week (Rosemary is the friendship herb).
18th English Great Horn Fair – Festival of Herne.
18th Great Horn Festival—Horned God and Lady of the Wood invoked for the fertility of wild game and
the Hunting Season.
18th Birthday of herbalist Nicholas Culpeper, 1616-1654. His 1654 book, The Complete Herbal, has never
been out of print.
22th National Nut Day (No, not that kind—think pecans, walnuts, almonds).
24th On this day in 1788, Sarah Hale was born. Thank her for U.S. Thanksgiving.
24th Raphaelmas, Feast of Archangel Raphael, whose name means, “The High One Heals.” Since 1970,
the Catholic Church no longer recognizes this day for Raphael, ending more than a thousand years of
tradition by opting to lump him in with Gabriel and Michael for a Feast of the Holy Archangels Day on
Sept 29.
24th Druid Feast for Spirits of Air
25th World Pasta Day.
My thanks to GrannyMoon’s Weekly Feast for this article. Learn about GrannyMoon and all her endeavors
at: http://www.goddessschool.com
Okay. Let’s kick this month’s ‘What’s Up’ column off with the one, the only, author and artist, Lynda
McKinney Lambert!

Autumn Gifts
By: Lynda Lambert
https://www.lyndalambert.com/who-is-lynda-mckinney-lambert/

“I Only Have Eyes for You” a Talisman
Photo by InSights20
American Printing House for the Blind
Shared First Place Award in Crafts

Dear Friends and Supporters,
At the beginning of 2020, I chose One Word for my entire year. I started choosing One Word for my year
in 2015. GIFTS. I wanted to think more seriously about giving GIFTS and receiving GIFTS. Because I am
a Christian, I decided to do everything this year as a Gift for my King, Jesus! In my writing, artmaking, and
everyday life at home, I kept this in mind. This entire year is a journey of surprises for all of us, isn’t it?
Of course, I had no idea how that Word would reveal new meaning as the months come and go.
None of us could have anticipated the arrival of a pandemic and how we would experience life this year.
We still have no idea what to expect, but we live in the eternal hope – our lives are in God’s hands, and he
will take care of us no matter what the circumstances may be at any time.
Looking at history, we know that events such as this pandemic are not exceptional. People of all ages have
faced tremendous changes and fears that come with those unexpected events. I know that for Christians,
we are never alone in any circumstances that we face. Our faith is built on the solid foundation of our Lord,
Jesus Christ. I placed my life in His capable hands, and I find peace in times of storms or painful
circumstances, and I find joy in times of sunshine and prosperity.
We have the gifts that the Father gives us in all seasons and in all circumstances. In fact, here is just one
example of what God’s intentions are for His beloved children.
Jeremiah 29:11 (NIV)
For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans
to give you hope and a future.”
During the first week of October, I received some beautiful gifts and I am sharing the news with you in this
message.
I am delighted that Marcia Meara, author of the blog _The Write Stuff_ published a Special Feature about
my writing and award-winning fiber art.
https://marciamearawrites.com/2020/10/07/lynda-lambert/comment-page-1/#comment-42259
I enjoy seeing the visitors who read the article and leave comments.
Hint: I’d love to see your thoughts, and I will reply to any comments you leave. Go ahead, make my day!
Visit the link and leave a comment.
Second, I won a First Place Award for my talisman, “I Only Have Eyes for You,” at the InSights20
exhibition in Louisville, KY. The show opened on October 7th, and you are invited to attend the virtual
opening, which is available now.
Note: This year, first place is a shared award – which is lovely for the other artist and me.
The video is live now. You can see a photo of the artwork, the artist who made it, and a description. Rob
Guillen is the coordinator of this annual exhibition. He will lead you through the winning pieces via the
video. This juried art exhibition is presented by the American Printing House for the Blind. All artists in
the show have a visual impairment. I am deeply honored to be a part of this project – my fifth time to have
my work accepted in the Crafts Division by the jury – and my fifth award.
Here is the link to see the winners of the Craft Division –

https://insights-art.org/the-exhibit/craft/
Third, my poem, “A Talisman,” inspired by the process of making the talisman in the APH InSights 20
show, is in the October Issue of Newsreel.
If you subscribe to this audio magazine, you will hear me reading the poem.
I wish you a very blessed holiday season and good health and prosperity.
Lynda
“A Talisman”
by Lynda McKinney Lambert

Visualize a talismanprecious stones and crystals
woven in bold patterns
plenty of Japanese glass seed beads
tiny drops of perfect symmetry.
I select flawless beads
stab them onto steel needles
hundreds of stitches.
thrust them one at a time
upwards into the heavens
endlessly.
I plunge my thin needle
deep through layers of stiff cloth
make my stitches sure
hold tight.
I’m a warrior woman
thumping my spirit-drum
made of dappled starlight.
I measure timeless days
counting beads in
a mystical circle
held together
with a bronze toggle clasp.
A Talisman brings
protection from evil
healing for weary spirits
nourishment for aching bodies
courage for new directions
on a pilgrimage
over treacherous pathways
guides my dimmed eyes

and nervous steps.
Black onyx ovals
are like a vintage fan
unfurled with a flourish
or a sacred victory flag
prepared to cast an invocation.
my fingers stroke cold stones
glossy-smooth, polished, faceted.
gifts for a King.
______
Copyright, August2 2020
Lynda McKinney Lambert,
All rights reserved.

My MISSION STATEMENT

• I am the keeper of memories. I distil and share them through art and writing.
• I reveal what is forgotten, lost, or unseen.
•
•

I write spare poems and thoughtful personal essays.
I create art with brilliant colors & precious materials, one stitch at a time.

WOW! Lynda! That totally rocks! But… Wait… We’ve only just begun. Next we’ve poet Joan Myles with a
family update.

The Love of a Good Dog
by Joan Myles
http://www.jewniquelymyself.com
So maybe you’re wondering what’s new with Bucky, the big, big dog in my life by way of my daughter.
Well he has been working hard to overcome the trauma of being shifted from home to home during the first
year of his life. CC and her husband have managed to leash train him, and have even eased him into
unpanicked interactions with neighborhood dogs and their people during daily walks. Cats are still a trigger
for loud barking...but I understand that one.
As far as visiting with Bucky, J and I are among his favorite humans, probably thanks to the treats we
readily dispense on command. He knows our ring-tone so well in fact that whenever I phone to chat, he
runs to the window expecting to see our car, and whines when he doesn’t.
And if you think that is the sweetest thing, just listen to this…

The last time we went to visit CC and Bucky, we had no sooner settled into our places on the patio, than
Bucky came over to where I sat, stood up on his hind feet, and gently wrapped his forepaws around my
shoulders for a hug.
*sigh*
Yes, I’m in love!
Of course, nothing will ever replace Ari in my affections. Ari was one of a kind, a trusted Guide Dog full
of empathy, courage and play. But Ari definitely paved the way for Bucky. Ari revealed to us what Canines
bring to human existence, taught us to see beneath the fur coat and animal antics into the heart of a living
soul Whose only purpose is to love and be loved.
So in honor of Ari and Bucky and all the Canine teachers in our lives, I wish you Sweetness and Love, my
Darling Friends
PS. Check out the News Nuggets section for some exciting news!
Hang on! Don’t scroll down for more from Joan just yet. We’ve got more contributor letters to come.
In fact, here’s Claire Plaisted with some helpful information to share.

How we Work with Clients
By: Claire Plaisted
http://www.plaistedpublishinghouse.com
Hi Everybody.
Claire here to talk to you a bit about my company Plaisted Publishing House Assisting Author Program and
how it works.
Lots of people have had questions for me lately and so I thought I’d share the basics with you.
Working with my company means you publish independently and have total control over your manuscript.
You have your own distribution accounts (KDP, Lulu, Smashwords, etc) and all royalties are paid to the
account holder.
First of all, I get to know my client and their wants and needs. I will advise them what they need to do and
give them an approx cost. Due to contracting out some work, to graphic designers and editors, these costs
vary depending on who the client chooses to use.
I consult with the client continually while I work on a project until the client gives full approval. It is after
full approval is given that I send out an Invoice. Final files are emailed out after the invoice is paid. If there
are issues during final uploading to distribution sites, I will still edit and amend what needs to be done
without extra charge.

The consultation covers all emails, messenger chat, etc. I do the interior book design and discuss what the
client wishes. Fonts, size, book size, etc I consult contractors on their behalf to get the best team together.
If a client wishes to learn a process, be it tax forms or uploading on distribution websites then I am happy
to do this. It is an extra charge.
In the US? All work is done in US Dollars.
Consultation is $40 - $70
Formatting is $0.007 a word. This will also cover an interview with you for my business website, a link to
your website on my client page, along with an article in at least one newsletter/magazine. I encourage
clients to share each other’s work.
We don’t do marketing at this time, though we do make Media Kits and send them out to various bloggers
if required.
Media Kits are $30
I hope this helps you understand me and what I do a bit better.
Questions?
Email me at: plaistedpublishinghouse@gmail.com
*NOTE*
Patty back to say, if you work with Claire you are automatically eligible for some free marketing from TellIt-To-The-World Marketing (Author, Blogger, Business Assist).
In this time of great need for connecting, here’s an invitation from Barbara Spencer.

Facebook – Can friends be counted on one hand?
By: Barbara Spencer Author
Web: www.barbaraspencer.co.uk
It used to be said that you only acquire a few friends during your lifetime and I can honestly say, my lifetime
has been such a whirlwind – having a career, bringing up a family and writing books – that I have often
been very neglectful of my friends. Nowhere is that truer than on Facebook. We become friends but rarely
share information remaining a name on a page.
Were you aware, that apart from eighteen books I have been a blogger throughout my career? It began
when I was travelling to schools somewhere in the UK and spent an inordinate amount of time in station
refreshment bars waiting for my train back to Bath – first with WordPress and then moved on to Blogger.
I thought it might be fun to reprint the most popular of these and share them. If you would like to dip a toe
into my blogging history dating back to 2014, when I promise on occasions to make you laugh, I have
provided a neat little sign-up for you to receive automatic reminder.
I thought monthly? More often – let me know!
If interested drop me a line and answer the following questions.

Yes, do sign me up:
Name: ........................................................... Email ................................................................
Thanks and see you soon.
Email your answers to: barbara.spencerjones@talktalk.net
Or, find me on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BarbaraSpencerO
Barbara Spencer
Award Winning Author
Next up is Edward Cohen creator of EZ2SeeProducts with the latest news from his neck of the woods.

Businesses Don’t Have Problems, Just Challenges
By: Edward Cohen
https://www.EZ2SeeProducts.com
Finally, a calendar you can see™
Hello,
Perhaps you wondered what happened to me? Had I decided not to write anymore? Had something awful
happened? Well, as the title implies, there have been some unexpected challenges. None have put me or
the business onto life support. Orders are coming in and calendars, sticky notes and pens are going out. But
a couple of those challenges appeared over the past month.
The primary challenge had to do with website management. The very talented and dependable person who
had been webmaster for four years and who had become a friend, found herself unable to continue this
work.
Late in September, she notified all of us who were her clients of this fact. But weeks before, it was obvious
to me that something was up. Eventually, I learned that while she was physically okay, emotional
circumstances prevented her from being the dependable businessperson she had always been. We parted
with sincere good wishes for each other along with intentions to stay in touch.
Thus, I resigned myself to start a search for a new webmaster. Tapping several in my network, I received
links to websites listing dozens of people proclaiming they were the perfect person for any web work I
needed done. After reading a great many, I was more confused than when I started my search.
Then I got a recommendation for someone. After several unsuccessful attempts to connect by phone, I
decided I’d better keep looking. Fortunately, a few days later, my network generated another suggestion.
After a couple of emails and a phone call, I had a good feeling about this second person.
I’m happy to say, that today, we signed a service contract and needed tasks are already being addressed. It
was a rough road, but I feel good about my choice and greatly relieved to again have a webmaster updating
my site.

As if the above challenge wasn’t enough for one month, another one joined it.
A loyal customer called me. After some catching up, she informed me that her 2021 calendar was missing
several weeks. Hearing this, I was dumb founded. In 6-years, nothing like this has ever happened. I thanked
her for telling me and apologized. I said we’d get her a correct one and get to the bottom of it.
Along with the folks at Prevent Products, I had thoroughly checked the file that went to the printer and was
certain it was complete. So, it had to be a problem at the printer’s end. The company had done a good job
for 4 years.
I sat there for several minutes. My thoughts raced between what this meant and what to do about it. How
many other bad calendars were there? How many individual bad ones had already gone out? Had full boxes
with bad ones been shipped to my business buyers? How do we find out how many we are dealing with?
Has my business reputation just collapsed? Is this going to sour my relationship with my new licensee?
I emailed Prevent with the news. Within about 10-days, the customer has returned the bad one and we sent
off a good one. Next was to find out how many bad ones might have already gone out.
Prevent told me that their system logs the weight of every order shipped.
They checked and noticed that the day the bad calendar was shipped, a new person was fulfilling orders.
That person wouldn’t catch the issue.
Prevent closely examined the log of every order shipped. Oddly and luckily, that was the only underweight
order shipped. What a series of amazing coincidences! Anyone who will deal with fulfillment was alerted
to spot and not send any underweight orders.
Now to find out how it happened. The printer was contacted and was also surprised and concerned. They
explained while they print the calendar the spiral binding is done by an outside partner. That partner collates
the pages before binding each calendar, which is where the problem must have happened.
I asked the printer to bring up this issue with that partner company. The printer wrote back, “They are the
same company that did the binding in the past. They were not able to share exactly how the issue happened,
but felt that it would have been a minimal quantity based on their processes.”
Maybe it was just one calendar, but you can be sure that Prevent will keep a close watch on every order
from now on.
Never a dull moment. Grin.
Stay safe and stay well,
Edward
Contact me at: info@EZ2SeeProducts.com
For information on Prevent Products see: http://www.preventproducts.com
*Editor’s Note*
As this magazine is being put together, it is October 15, 2020. So what? You ask. Here’s author proofreader,
Jo Elizabeth Pinto to tell you more.

White Cane Safety Day
by Jo Elizabeth Pinto
https://www.brightsideauthor.com
October 15, is National White Cane Safety Day.
White canes were introduced in the United States after World War I as a way of assisting visually impaired
pedestrians with independent travel. Canes also helped motorists identify and yield to people using them
because they were easy to see and recognize, and their use has been protected by law since that time.
However, before the 1960’s and the establishment of National White Cane Safety Day, if a blind pedestrian
got involved in an accident, he or she could be charged with contributory negligence simply for walking
on a public street unescorted, thereby putting himself or herself and others at risk. Can you imagine that?
White Cane Safety Day has been celebrated almost every year since former President Lyndon B. Johnson
set it aside in 1964. The day was to honor the achievements of blind and visually impaired people and to
educate the public about their symbol of blindness and tool of independence, the white cane.
In the first White Cane Safety Day Proclamation, Lyndon Johnson said in part, “A white cane in our society
has become one of the symbols of a blind person’s ability to come and go on his own. Its use has promoted
courtesy and opportunity for mobility of the blind on our streets and highways.”
During most years since 1964, succeeding presidents have continued to proclaim October 15 as White Cane
Safety Day. In 2000, Bill Clinton said, “With proper training, people using the white cane can enjoy greater
mobility and safety by determining the location of curbs, steps, uneven pavement, and other physical
obstacles in their path. The white cane has given them the freedom to travel independently to their schools
and workplaces and to participate more fully in the life of their communities. It reminds us that the only
barriers against people with disabilities are discriminatory attitudes and practices that our society has too
often placed in their way.”
In 2011, President Barack Obama also gave White Cane Safety Day another name. He began calling the
holiday Blind Americans Equality Day.
If you have questions, please feel free to contact me at: jopinto@msn.com
This article can also be found at: https://campbellsworld.wordpress.com/2020/10/15/white-cane-safetyday/
Before we go further, here’s Edward Cohen back to talk about why he began using a White Cane.
When putting the magazine together I struggled as to exactly where to put both Jo and Edward’s offerings,
but after some thought, I decided the ‘What’s Up’ column was indeed the perfect place.
However, your feedback on article placement is welcome. So, let me know what you think.

Why I Finally Started Using a White Cane by Edward L Cohen
https://www.EZ2SeeProducts.com
Finally a calendar you can see™
Long before I decided to begin using a long white cane, I recognized that my eyesight was declining and
impacting many aspects of my life.
Among other things, my condition, RP, steels the light-gathering cells in your retina. Meaning, where others
could easily see to navigate, either inside or out, I struggled. As it worsened, I hesitated going out alone at
night. I hesitated going out with people who didn’t know my sight challenges. Even on a sunny day, if a
shadow wasn’t being cast by steps, I could go flying down them. I really needed to start using a white cane.
But, like so many in that situation, I held off.
The big wake-up call happened at age 45 when I failed the vision test for my driver’s license. A follow-up
visit to my eye doctor sealed the news. He pronounced that I now met the terms for being legally blind. As
I sat dejected in the exam chair, he recommended I contact service providers who, among other things,
could get me the white cane training I’d need.
For months, I vacillated between thinking of following the doctor’s advice and holding off. I couldn’t
verbalize what kept me from taking his sensible advice? I knew no blind person to whom I could talk about
this.
In my case and maybe for others, my reluctance was really based on fear. No, I wasn’t afraid of the cane
itself, it was fear of what people I knew would now think about me when I appeared with a white cane.
Fear that I’d no longer be seen as the competent guy that I knew I was. Fear that coworkers or supervisors
might start treating me differently and maybe start questioning my work. Fear that friends would feel sorry
for me and want to be overly helpful. Maybe I was just uncomfortable at the thought of beginning to present
as a blind person.
Then there is the thing that guys might not talk about. If you’re at the age when you’re hoping to go out on
dates or find a partner for life, a guy is likely to think his chances are slim if he advertises his disability.
On that point, significant vision-loss wasn’t a factor until after I married. But before we were engaged, I
told her of my retina condition. I explained that already, I was uncomfortable with night-driving and it
would probably get worse. Her response was simply, “Well okay, then let me start doing all the night
driving”. And that was all there was to it. I’m a lucky guy.
During a period when I was open to the idea of using a cane, I learned there was a local chapter of a national
blind organization in my city and they had an upcoming meeting. Meeting and talking to both visionimpaired and totally blind members over a period of months, gradually got me over the hump. I obtained
my first folding cane and started learning proper travel techniques.
As I practiced with the cane on walking trails, it was obvious how helpful the cane was. No more tripping
on uneven pavement or stepping into water-filled holes. Those coming towards me assumed I didn’t see
them and gave me wide berth. Past concerns I’d bump into people, happily vanished.
I worked in a large government complex downtown and had a responsible job. Even as my vision declined,
I was able to successfully travel inside and around the buildings. I never ended up pulling my folding cane
out of my shoulder bag at work. I did use that cane to get to the bus from home, from the bus to the building
and then reverse it all at the end of the day.

I did use a cane when I became involved with new volunteer organizations. I did use it whenever we traveled
by plane or train. Beside the benefits I’ve already mentioned, a bonus was if I stepped into a confusingly
designed or poorly lighted public restroom, some helpful guy might be in there and offer some useful
directions. If I accidently bumped into someone, my apology and the sight of my cane always prevented
any misunderstanding.
This isn’t a blog on where to go to get assistance. Dear reader, you could be living anywhere. But, you
might reach out to those in your community who work with seniors or contact your local or state library. If
you have access to the internet, search for the word “blind organization” and the name of your state. If you
have such a thing, consult your phone book.
My relationship with my white caned totally changed when we moved to a new city. I decided I’d use my
cane from then on. Now everyone who knows me here, knows me as a cane user. Perhaps it is being older,
but I now am proud to walk throughout my community showing that blind people can safely travel
independently and are otherwise, no different than anyone else.
I admit that I am not the person who can preach to anyone about boldly stepping forward to start being a
cane user as soon as it would help. I can only say that once I got and learned how to use my white cane,
many things I feared did not happen. And at the same time, challenges I previously faced greatly diminished
or ended.
If low vision is making you uncomfortable going around independently, I’d urge you to reach out to any of
the many organizations that exist and are anxious to help you.
Be well and stay well,
Edward
Contact me at: info@EZ2SeeProducts.com
Patty here to say, thank you Edward for bravely sharing this part of your life with us. It’s not everyone who
can openly talk about their personal difficulties in this way.
I hope if there are readers out there struggling, that Edward’s essay has given them hope and
encouragement.
Since we’re talking about canes, I should let you know that I’m truly one-hundred percent back to tapping
about with a cane on my own. Here’s why.

A Heartbreaking Update from the Campbell Kingdom *Looking Back in the Deep
of the Night*
By: Patty L. Fletcher
October 11, 2020
Website: http://www.campbellsworld.wordpress.com

The night is deep. Rain falls, tapping at the windows. Tiptoeing across the
rooftop as if looking for a way inside.
The silence of the house roars around me. Echoing throughout every room.
The emptiness still takes my breath away. I never expected to be so alone.
I visit the loving memorial I’ve created on my dresser. Is this really all
that’s left of Campbell, my sweet Bubba Dog? This wooden box filled with
ashes, with its beautifully carved flowers, a tiny fluff of fur tucked within,
and a clay pawprint resting on top?
I cry, scream, and thrust my fists into the air in rage at the injustice of such
a theft.
How could time have stolen my precious son away from me so stealthily?
I remember that last day with him as if it were just this morning. It will
live in my memory ever clear, hideously vivid and bright.
I woke to the sound of the wind whispering around the corners of the
house and sprinkles of rain ticking off the windows. King Campbell
A.K.A. Bubba, the Best Dog Ever curls close beside me his breath
snuffling through his nose in restless snores.
I reach out to stroke his soft fur. Wrinkled skin rippling. My hand
brushes gently round the curve of his body. Traveling along his back,
over his head. Fingers pausing briefly to stroke his silky ears then
trailing back round touching each paw in turn.
Finally, they make their way back to the tip of his tail which forms a
question mark across his body. It twitches slightly at the touch of my
fingers.
Could I really go through with this? Should I? Is there not one more
thing left to try that might buy just a bit more time?
Suddenly, he tries to raise his trembling body from the mattress to make
himself more comfortable. My question of doubt is harshly shoved
away by the cry of pain that escapes his throat ending in a sighing moan
as he collapses back down finding no real comfort at all.
Rising from the bed I dress and slip quietly from the room knowing that everything we do from this moment
forward will be our last.
A last walk round the yard, taken in his slow staggering steps. A last meal eaten from my hand as I coaxed
gently saying, “Come on boy? Just one more bite? That’s right. This medicine will help you to rest until
time to go.”
Last kisses. Mommy’s sugar lump from the top of the head. Lips graze little curls behind each ear. One last
hangout time together, stuffed squeaky friends gather round to squeak
farewell.
Finally, leaving as a team, both of us knowing that only one would return.
At the vet’s office. A dear friend hovers near but not interrupting.
Campbell and I huddle together on the floor. He snuggles on a blanket,
and one last time I sang…
“You are my Bubba.
My Great big Bubba.
You make me happy every-day.
You’ll never know, how much I love you, and in my heart you always
will stay.
And together you and I will work and play.
Even though it’s time for you to fade away.”

Quietly Doctor Gray kneels beside us. Gives the first dose, then reverently slips away.
Again, I trace the beautiful body. Trying to commit every inch to memory.
Too soon it seems, Doctor Gray is back, asking, “Are you ready?”
I look up and nod. Tears streaming down my face. I know that it is time. Time to give this sweet dog his
freedom as he unfailingly gave to me for these many wonderful years.
I lean down. Kiss his nose, the top of his head and as the second dose of medicine streams in I say, “Go
ahead. It’s OK.”
Slipping my arm around him I pull him close. He stretches himself long as if readying for a nap. I rub his
tummy. Then, with a sigh, he is gone.
But wait. Do you hear it? The distant patter of paws running through the grass. The snuffling nose? A happy
echoing bark?
Could it be? Yes. Oh! Yes. It is the sound of a celebration of freedom.
Freedom from pain. Freedom from fear. Freedom from all the misery of age.
And though the clouds weep with me during this endless hateful night I know that for him peace, love and
freedom reign and remain forever.
For now, this is Patty who knows her Sweet Bubba lives on forever and is now King Campbell Lee Fletcher
A.K.A. Bubba of the Rainbow Bridge saying…
May Harmony find You and Blessid Be.

Obituary
By: Patty L. Fletcher
September 25, 2020
CAMPBELL LEE FLETCHER A.K.A. BUBBA ®SEEING EYE DOG
NOVEMBER 28, 2008-SEPTEMBER 24, 2020.
King Campbell Lee A.K.A. Bubba Retired ®Seeing Eye Dog Died peacefully on September 24, 2020 at
approximately 3:30 P.M. at Colonial Heights Animal Hospital located at 209 Colonial Heights Rd. in
Kingsport Tennessee after battling illness for some time. His human Mother Patty Fletcher and good friend
Christy McMakin were by his side.

Bio for King Campbell A.K.A Bubba
King Campbell was born in Chester N.J. November 28, 2008.
He lived with his Dog Mother and Litter Mates until he was approximately eight weeks old, and then he
went to live with his Puppy Raisers.
Then, when he was just over a year-old he was taken away from his Puppy Raiser family by a wise and
ancient trainer, so he could go and live in the magickal and ancient land of The Seeing Eye, where his
training began.
After only four short months on April 4, 2011 he was chosen to become the guide of his human Mother
Patty L. Fletcher.
He went to live in the land of Kingsport Tennessee with her, and there they lived a wonderful life together
from April 29, of 2011 until September 24, 2020 during which, they had many magickal and at times
challenging adventures, but through it all King Campbell did his very best to keep all he loved safe from
harm.

King Campbell is survived by his human Mother Patty Lyne Fletcher, human sister Polly Telucia Fletcher
Hensley and her husband and six children, Grandfather Earl Fletcher JR. Aunts Mary Fletcher, and Joan
Norris. Also, by, his Adopted Grandmother Phyllis Staton Campbell, adopted Uncle Dave Light, his now
retired trainer Drew Gibbon and various staff from The Seeing Eye. As well as many friends round the
world including his editor and publisher Claire Plaisted of Plaisted Publishing House Services, his attending
veterinarians DR. Hyatt and DR. Gray and other beloved staff from Colonial Heights Animal Hospital. He
will be deeply missed by all who knew and loved him.
If you would like to honor him, donations in his name, Campbell Lee Fletcher may be made at:
http://www.SeeingEye.org
If you’d like to know how Campbell and his human Mother came to be together please visit:
https://www.amazon.com/Patty-L.-Fletcher/e/B00Q9I7RWG
Patty Fletcher is not currently available for comment but sends her love and gratitude to all and asks for
patience while she rests and recovers from this terrible loss.

Patty doesn’t know about this…though she will probably find out just before the magazine goes out…unless
her gift arrives first.
My son did the original artwork by hand when he was about 16 yrs old for Bubba Tails. We both loved his
interprtation. A few weeks ago I asked him to make a digital copy so we could make a memory for Patty.
After my son—John Lewis finished I sent it to Mara to put a frame around. This image and a few others of
King Campbell are now ready to make SWAG for Patty. First however, Patty will receive a mug with the
framed image on it. Just so you know this image is King Campbell in his robes and crown, his tongue
hanging out. The second is the same image with a gold frame and a banner with his name on. Once we set
everything up with Patty, you’ll be able to buy the SWAG and we’ll let you know what there will be and
the links you’ll need.
Thank you to my son—John Lewis and Mara for making this happen.
Claire Plaisted -

ADVERTS AND NEWS NUGGETS…
NEWS NUGGET…
NEW RELEASE2020
One Glittering Wing
By: Joan Myles
http://www.jewniquelymyself.com
** The sun is shining at last here in Salem, and I feel like I am running to catch
up with myself.
*silver haired blind lady running breathlessly to catch giggling little imp-girl*
**Because at last I can announce the publication of my second book of poetry
One Glittering Wing
You can find it at: https://www.amazon.com/One-Glittering-Wing-JoanMyles/dp/B08KJ1P8SG

*silver haired blind lady turning cartwheels*
Here are a few words from the Foreword, written by poet and memoirist, Ada
Molenoff:
“Throughout the book, word-pictures of sensory experience and metaphors reveal meaning. Poetic forms
fit her themes of nature, loss, spirituality, and the world’s repair. Each poem tells its tale indirectly, letting
the reader leap to understanding. We not only read the pieces—we participate in them. For example, the
poet’s vivid storytelling in “Walls” generates empathy and finally, our indignation.”
**And as Autumn paints trees and landscape in hues of gold and rust, beckons us into our homes, our
families, ourselves, I wish you each and all sweetness and hope, Love and Light.
*silver haired blind lady embracing the giggling little imp-girl*

NEWS NUGGET…
The Ghostly Rites Anthology is due out on 31st October.
Readers can follow details about the anthology on Claire Plaisted’s blog
https://plaistedpublishinghouse.com/
Featured Stories Include…

Margo is an old, lonely lady, who lives next door to No. 1
Coven Lane. Everyone in the neighbourhood has heard
about Margo’s weird next-door neighbours, Anita and
Frank. Their daughter Freda is home from university
paying them a visit. One day, they waylay Margo whilst
she is out walking with Prudence, a fine pedigree cat. It is
clear from their conversation that Margo’s memory is not
what it used to be. But is this a ruse? Or is the old lady
much more crafty and wicked than she seems?

Author Bio
I live in the charming university city of Cambridge, England
with my dear hubby.
My favourite genres to write are: Fantasy YA, Paranormal,
Ghost and Horror Stories, poetry and multi-genre flash fiction.
More recently, I have produced and compiled an
anthology/compilation set during COVID19: This Is Lockdown.
I am an enthusiastic blogger who has been blogging for many
moons at my blog home Kyrosmagica, which means Crystal
Magic. From time to time I write articles celebrating the spiritual
realm, inspiration and my love of nature, crystals and all things
magical, mystical, and mysterious.
My blogging interests are varied and include writing, poetry, photography, book reviewing, and author
features/blog tours: https://mjmallon.com.
Email: marjma2014@gmail.com
Published books under my Imprint
Kyrosmagica Publishing:
The Curse of Time Book 1 Bloodstone (YA
Fantasy)
Mr. Sagittarius Poetry/ Prose and
Photography
This Is Lockdown- My personal diaries,
contributions from international authors on
the subject of lockdown in poetry and
writings, plus my poetry, flash fiction and photography.
Author Amazon Page: https://www.amazon.com/M-J-Mallon/e/B074CGNK4L/

Professional Memberships and Clubs: Member of : The Society of Children’s Writers and Book
Illustrators - SCBWI.
Founding administrator of #ABRSC - Authors Bloggers Rainbow Support Club with my author friend D
G Kaye (Debby Gies.)

Another to be featured is Colleen M. Chesebro
The Changeling
The day before Halloween, four-year old Alyssa Byrne disappeared from her home in the desert without a
trace. Alyssa’s parents, David and Trish are frantic to locate their child. With Alyssa’s disappearance, David
realizes the Byrne family curse has finally caught up to him.
Growing up in Ireland, David’s mum used to call them “scary faeries.” David and his family had a long
history with the good neighbors and not all of it was good.
Can David and Trish save Alyssa from the wrath of the faeries before it’s too late?
Author Bio:
Colleen M. Chesebro is an American Novelist & Poet who loves
crafting paranormal fantasy and magical realism, cross-genre fiction,
syllabic poetry, and creative nonfiction. She loves all things magical,
which may mean she is experiencing her second childhood—or not.
That part of her life hasn’t been decided yet.
A few years ago, a mystical experience led her to renew her passion
for writing poetry and storytelling. Colleen sponsors a weekly Syllabic
Poetry Challenge, called Tanka Tuesday, on her blog where
participants learn how to write traditional and current forms of haiku,
senryu, haiga, tanka, gogyohka, tanka prose, renga, haibun, cinquain,
Etheree, nonet, and shadorma poetry.
Colleen’s syllabic poetry has appeared in the Auroras & Blossoms Poetry Journal, and several other
publications. She’s also won numerous awards for her flash fiction.
Colleen is a Sister of the Fey, where she pursues a pagan path through her writing. She lives in the Sonoran
Desert near Phoenix, Arizona with her husband and black cat, Freyja. When she is not writing, she is
reading. She also loves gardening and crocheting old-fashioned doilies into works of art.
Contact Colleen via Email: colleenchesebro333@gmail.com
Author Website: https://colleenmchesebro.com

NEWS NUGGET…

RANDOLPH-SHEPPARD VENDORS OF AMERICA® SAGEBRUSH 2021
VIRTUAL NATIONAL BEP TRAINING CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT
Mark your calendar!
SPREAD the word!
Theme: “Virtually BACK TO THE FUTURE”
VIRTUAL Sagebrush National BEP Training Conference
Monday, February 15th - Thursday, February 18th
Opportunity to earn continuing education credits
Register to Win door prizes and participate in all sessions through Zoom. All sessions will be streamed and
recorded for listening on ACB Radio worldwide during and after the conference.

Early bird registration is only $35 if completed by January 1, 2021!
If paid after January 1, the registration fee will be $50. All those completing a registration with payment
for the conference on the Sagebrush conference registration link at
https://www.randolph-sheppard.org by January 1 will have their name entered into a drawing for free
registration for the 2022 event. The winner from the 2020 Sagebrush conference was Burnetta Schlechter
from Las Vegas.

Proposed sessions and events:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome networking opportunity on Zoom
Break-out sessions for BEP Administrators and Vendor Committee Chairs, both on the Zoom
platform
Continuing education sessions for BEP Staff and RS Vendors and Employees
Sponsors and Exhibitors Highlighting Products and Services virtually on recordings or live
Zoom sessions
Inspirational Speaker at annual Sagebrush Awards virtual event
Live auction (contact Karen Blachowicz karenablachowicz@gmail.com and cc
rsva@randolph-sheppard.org about donations)
Special Sagebrush 40th anniversary virtual networking event through the Zoom platform
Proposed speakers:
National Automatic Merchandising Association
Rehabilitation Services Administration
Social Security Administration
National Council of State Agencies for the Blind
Topics including Touchless vending and Micro Markets
Conference updates will be placed on the website:
https://www.randolph-sheppard.org

For more information, please contact:
Dan Sippl: (715) 828-9088, sippl@charter.net,
Ardis Bazyn: (818) 238-9321, abazyncommunications.com
or rsva@randolph-sheppard.org
All registration forms and letters are now online at HTTP://www.randolph-sheppard.org – let possible
exhibitors and sponsors know.
Ardis Bazyn RSVA Publications Chair
818-238-9321

“Making the Impossible Possible
http://www.bazyncommunications.com

AD…
Do you wish there was a weekly planner/calendar specifically designed
for those with low-vision? Well there is.
My name is Edward Cohen and I am a legally blind senior due to RP. For
a host of reasons, I prefer a print calendar. But as my vision declined, I
could no longer find one with large enough high contrast numbers and
letters or the large writing space I needed.
In 2015, I created and began selling a weekly calendar with several unique
features that met my low-vision needs. Since starting, I’ve sold thousands
all over the US and Canada. I’ve learned that it also helps those dealing
with various neurological or cognitive challenges. Even people with
normal vision like it because of its large writing space.
Here’s why people love it:
8 1/2” x 11” pages on heavy-weight paper
Laminated covers for moisture-resistance and durability
Extra large high contrast black letters and numbers
• Huge, uncluttered daily “cells” each nearly equal to two 3”x5” cards
• Black page edges – no more writing off the paper
• Wide bold-lined pages at the end for your notes
• Black spiral bound so you can fold it in half and lay it flat
• Runs from December 2020, to January 2022
• Monthly pages have space for your special events
• About as thick as a standard wooden pencil
If this would help you or someone you know, please click the link below for complete information and to
make your purchase.
Thank you,
Edward Cohen, Founding Owner of EZ2See® Products LLC

Get the 2021 EZ2see large-print, large-space weekly calendar at 15% discount use Promotional Code OBB20 visit:
https://www.EZ2SeeProducts.com

NEWS NUGGET…
THIRD EYE VISION PODCAST PRESENTS!
AUTHOR, PROOFREADER AND EDITOR JO ELIZABETH PINTO AND HER RECENTLY
RELEASED BOOK DADDY WON’T LET MOM DRIVE THE CAR: TRUE TALES OF
PARENTING IN THE DARK
ABOUT THE PODCAST IN JO’S OWN WORDS…
“Daddy Won’t Let Mom Drive the Car: True Tales of Parenting in the Dark” is a book of short vignettes—
most of them lighthearted, a few more serious—about my life as the blind mom of a sighted daughter.
Welcome to my journey!
In this podcast from Third Eye Visions. Host Anthony Parker and I talk about what I hope to accomplish
with this book. In a nutshell, I want it in the hands of blind parents and also those who can help them
achieve equality--social workers, legislators, educators, medical people, etc, across the country. There’s a
free giveaway for Audible members as well!
To listen to the podcast, visit: https://youtu.be/colBxlQKetc
ABOUT THE BOOK…
NEW RELEASE 2019
DADDY WON’T LET MOM DRIVE THE CAR: TRUE TALES OF PARENTING IN THE DARK
BY: JO ELIZABETH PINTO (COPYRIGHT 2019)
“So Sarah?” the teacher asked, in a question I had rehearsed with her, “what’s it like to have a blind mom?”
“Well,” my little girl said, in an unrehearsed answer, “it’s like a regular mom, except Daddy won’t let her
drive his car.”
With that nonchalant reply in front of her second grade class, Sarah summed up the way my blindness has
fit into the fabric of our family. It isn’t a problem; it isn’t even a novelty; it’s just part of how we roll. My
blindness has changed a few practical logistics. But in the end, kids are kids and moms are moms, and the
dents and delights of parenthood are universal. As I told my daughter when she was very small, putting an
only slightly different spin on the words my mom had said to me thirty years before, “The eyes in my face
are broken, but the ones in the back of my head work just fine.”

COVER AND DESCRIPTION (FOR VISUALLY CHALLENGED READERS)

The title, “Daddy Won’t Let Mom Drive the Car” appears at the top, and
“True Tales of Parenting in the Dark” and the author and illustrator names
“Jo Elizabeth Pinto” and “N. Page” are written in the cement squares of the
driveway. The family car is backing out of the driveway. Dad is standing by,
looking half amused and half distressed. A cat is on the other side of the car,
with an arched back and a puffy tail. Under one tire, some daisies are
squashed and others are flying. The license plate says, “Blind101” and a
bumper sticker says, “Mom Power.”
ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND HER OTHER WORK
J. E. Pinto is a magnet for underdogs! Early in her married life, her home
became a hangout for troubled neighborhood kids. This experience lit the
flame for her first novel, The Bright Side of Darkness.
Pinto’s Spanish-American roots grow deep in the Rocky Mountains, dating back six generations. J. E. Pinto
lives with her family in Colorado where she works as a writer and also proofreads textbooks and audio
books. One of her favorite pastimes is taking a nature walk with her service dog.
The Bright Side of Darkness won a first place Indie Book Award for “First Novel over Eighty Thousand
Words,” as well as First Place for “Inspirational Fiction.” The novel also won several awards from the
Colorado Independent Publishers Association: First Place for “Inspirational Fiction,” Second Place for
“Audio Book,” and First Place for “Literary and Contemporary Fiction.”
To buy her books, see interviews and more visit her Author Website: www.brightsideauthor.com.

AD…
Popular Blog Word Matters Taking Press Releases and Announcements
*Ernest Dempsey Photo*
Ernest Dempsey’s website Word Matters!
https://www.ernestdempsey.com/ is now accepting press releases and
announcements of events, products, services, and so on.
Word Matters! is a fairly popular site of news and views that publishes
Dempsey’s own posts as well as guest posts on topics in different subject
categories. These include Education, Environment, Art, Literature, Authors
and Books, Entertainment, Science and Technology, Society and Culture,
Law, Activism, Pets and Animals, Home and Garden, Events, Reviews, and
World News.
Word Matters! currently gets around 8000 to 12000 visitors a month and
receives advertisements due to its increasing popularity. The site also posts
news and stories that are suppressed or ignored in mainstream media.

Whether you want to announce your upcoming event, the release of a book or movie, or any business related
update, Word Matters! would like to serve you. Charges for the posting service on Word Matters! vary
from post to post depending on the content, the degree of editing required, and how many links you want
to include in the post.
For details, write to Ernest Dempsey at editor@ernestdempsey.com.
NEWS NUGGET…
Twin Paws Productions is glad to announce the release of its first completed production Stinger Scott.
Directed and edited by Annie Harmon, the short film tells the story of two students whose friendship is put
to test when the school administration suspects one of them is involved in academic fraud.
The 8 minute film, based on Ernest Dempsey’s screenplay, was shot in Houston area, Texas. The cast of
the film includes Caleb Lee, Stephen Harmon, and Jennifer Hawkins.
You can watch the 8 minute film at https://www.filmsforaction.org/watch/stinger-scott/. So proud of
everyone who made this possible and brought the story to life with their talent and commitment.
Please watch and share the link on your social media pages. if possible, please rate the film on the page
(right under the video). Thoughts and opinions welcome!
Best Wishes,
Ernest

AD…
Heidi Lambert McClure Sassafras Hill Studio

Are you looking for that special birthday or holiday gift? Need a specific
kind of greeting card? Love the feel of homemade soap?
If you love handmade jewelry, candles, greeting cards, and more this ad is
for you.
Handmade jewelry by Heidi McClure
Available for purchase on Etsy at:
https://www.etsy.com/shop/SassafrasHillStudio

AD…

John Crawford School of Music

Offering private music instruction both in person and via video
chat Video chat is through Facebook Messenger, FaceTime
(Inside the United States) and Zoom around the world.
I offer instruction in the guitar, bass guitar, mandolin, violin,
viola, dulcimer, ukulele, banjo, drums and piano. Due to
COVID-19 concerns, voice instruction is not currently being
offered.
Prices: $15/30 min.
$30/hour
Contact: please send all inquiries to
Blindsensei@gmail.com
Website: https://johncrawfordschoolofmusic.wordpress.com/

AD…

Lynda McKinney Lambert –
Lynda McKinney Lambert is often called a Renaissance Woman for her success in multiple creative
projects. She is the owner of River Road Studio, located in The Village of Wurtemburg, in rural western
Pennsylvania. She established her art studio in 1997. Her retirement from her teaching career as a professor
of fine arts and humanities at Geneva College (Beaver Falls, PA) allows her to write full time
Her intricate artwork in encrusted bead-working has won awards in art
exhibitions consistently.
Lynda says, “I paint with a needle instead of a brush. I use beads, crystals,
stones, and found objects instead of paints. I do my art one stitch at a time as I
create exquisite talismans and stunning wall works.
In addition to making art, Lynda currently has 4 published books available on
Amazon.

__first snow is a delightful little chapbook of thirty wintrythemed poems. Available in paperback or hardback, Published
by Finishing Line Press, 2020. Lynda’s poems explore themes
of seasons and dreams through poetry.

__Star Signs: New and Selected Poems, DLD Books, 2019.

Lynda’s fifty-four original poems explore the mystery
and wonder of the heavens as described in Genesis 1:14.
This book features Lynda’s poetry, written over the past
thirty-five years.

__Walking by Inner Vision: Stories & Poems, DLD Books, 2019.
A collection of 27 thoughtful, personal essays, and 16 poems. This book is a year-long journey from January
through December. In this book, Lynda explores themes from her childhood and the present time in her
septuagenarian years.
__Concerti: Psalms for the Pilgrimage,is Lynda’s first published full-length book, published by Kota
Press, 2002.
She is currently writing a new, expanded edition of this book. It will be published in early 2021. This is a
collection of journal entries, poems, personal essays, and historical notes – all recorded in Lynda’s travel
journals for nearly fifteen years of teaching a course every summer in Salzburg, Austria. This book is fir
readers who will love an armchair traveling experience with Lynda as your guide.
E-mail Lynda at riverroad@zoominternet.net
Lynda’s Website and Blog: http://www.lyndalambert.com

AD…
Author Marlene Mesot Announces Audiobook
by Marlene Mesot
http://www.marlsmenagerie.com
The Purging Fire performed by Timothy G. Little should be appearing on Audible some time in November
this year. Timothy expertly brings the story to life. He performed the character voices to perfection as voices
are crucial to the story line. You can feel his caring in the narration. On a scale of one to five I give him ten
stars! The Purging Fire is currently available through Authors Direct, Google Play, Barnes & Noble Nook,
Kobo and some others. It will also be on Apple books. The Purging Fire is a contemporary Christian
mystery, romance and the first book in the 4 Elements of Mystery series. It is also available in print and
ebook. The second book in the series, The Snowball Effect, in which the two main characters from the first
novel go on a bizarre skiing winter honeymoon, will soon be available in print and ebook.
The Purging Fire Summary:
College student Melissa Sanders, who has vision and hearing loss, seems
to be unavoidably present wherever danger threatens in fictional Iandale,
New Hampshire. Missy is just trying to help her friends.
As romantic interest sparks, college fire marshal Alex Marcus feels
compelled to protect Missy from harm, until a violent misunderstanding
breaks their marital engagement. Only then it becomes clear that Melissa
has been the arsonist’s target.
Book Jacket Review:
“Love, mystery, suspense and romance all contained in one book! The
Purging Fire is a true delight for the undercover detective in all of us!
Wonderful work Marlene!” Benita K. Brown author of Elevator 16 YA
Christian romance.
The Snowball Effect Summary:
Snowy slopes, chilling behavior and soothsaying encompass this horrorscope in the sequel to The Purging
Fire.
Alex and Missy become victims themselves when they try to help their newly found friend sort out the
pieces of her confused past. All become engulfed in an avalanche of fear as circumstances turn deadly in
The Snowball Effect.
I also have a separate novel titled The Cat Stalker’s Sonnets. This is also a Christian Mystery Romance.

Catrin Lein is trying to begin a home business as answering service owner. As
time passes, Cat begins to realize that she is being stalked. Slowly, the past
creeps into her present, sending a message of a bleak, and possibly short,
future.
Book Jacket Review:
“The Cat Stalker’s Sonnets surprised me in more ways than one! The
melodious flow underlined with a mysterious edge kept me completely
enthralled. This page turner will captivate and enchant all who delve into its
pages.”
Rachel Loepker author of Bleeding Ink: Finding Purpose YA fantasy

I will also have a poetry chapbook out soon in print and ebook titled Edgy Poetry.
This is a food for thought piece which I have cited as not for bedtime reading.
If you share my passion for mystery I hope you will visit my website. Thanks so
much for reading. I love hearing from readers, please email me at:
Marl.Mesot@gmail.com

AD…
NEW RELEASE 2020
BY JO ELIZABETH PINTO
Author Website: https://www.brightsideauthor.com
“Timely advice is lovely, like golden apples in a silver
basket.” (Proverbs 25:11, NLT)
The turbulent times we live in require us to look at our
changing world in new ways if we hope to find the
blessings that will sustain us. The short, easy-to-read
vignettes in this book focus on sifting the true and
positive out of the grit and grime of daily life.
Like the abundance of apples we can choose from to
satisfy our varying tastes, there are different kinds of
stories in this book. A few are specifically about the
Coronavirus; most are not. Some mention God; most are as practical as they are spiritual. There are even

some poems sprinkled in for good measure. All of the pieces are intended to help readers seek strength and
joy in the challenging days that have come upon us.
Delve into the silver basket and find the golden apples that await you.
Jo Elizabeth Pinto was among the first blind students to integrate the public schools in the 1970’s. In 1992,
she received a degree in Human Services from the University of Northern Colorado. While teaching
students how to use adaptive technology, she earned a second degree in 2004 from the Metropolitan State
College of Denver in Nonprofit Management. These days, she freelances as an editor and a braille
proofreader.
As an author, Pinto entertains her readers while giving them food for thought. In her fiction, nonfiction,
and poetry, she draws on personal experience to illustrate that hope is always an action away.
Pinto lives in Colorado with her husband, her preteen daughter, and their pets.

A Quest Called Motherhood – War Wounds and Diva Tantrums
T C Creare
Illustrated by Mara Reitsma

“We all know that children can go from, Oh, that is so sweet, to, are
you freaking kidding me? In five seconds flat...” I don’t know about
you guys, but as a parent of three there are moments that make me
proud of the little army that I have created, and others that make me
want to pull out my hair, shaking my head as I tried not to cry.
Parenting is tough and despite what some think, you can’t control
everything. S#!? happens, and chances are you’re not going to be
prepared for it. Well, guess what? You’re NOT alone, and the
stories inside will prove it. This book is for all those coffee-nuking,
dinner-making, cupcake-baking, laundry-folding, yard-guarding,
lunch-packing, fight-halting, show-finding, toy-fixing parents out
there who really need a cape; and perhaps a glass of wine, or two!
BUY LINK: https://www.lulu.com/en/ca/shop/tc-creare-andmara-reitsma/a-quest-called-motherhood-war-wounds-divatantrums/ebook/product-784z9k.html

TIPS AND TRICKS…
Putting the Earth to Bed
BY CHARLYNN WALLS
Each year as the weather cools and the plants start to wither, we need to put the earth to bed. The earth
needs to rest and repair so that it can give again in the spring.
Tend to the yard one last time, making sure that leaves are raked up and fallen branches are cleared. Return
plant matter to the garden, and till it one last time. If you have compost or other soil to mix in, now is the
time to add it to the earth. Give thanks for the bounty that was received, and as you turn the last shovel of
earth, say:
Now to rest you go, and again, in the spring you will sow.
*Note*
This
article
was
copied
from
GrannyMoon’s
Weekly
Feast
found
at:
https://grannymoon.wordpress.com/2020/10/18/grannymoons-weekly-feast-18-25-oct-2020-thanks-forreading-my-blog/

Independent Visually Impaired Entrepreneurs’ Community Call
Interview Conducted by Patty L. Fletcher
October, 2020
Recently I sat down with Ardis Bazyn, the leader of the Independent Visually Impaired entrepreneurs group
to discuss something called, ‘The Community call’.
I asked a few questions, and here is the result of that interview.
What is the community call?
Independent Visually Impaired Entrepreneurs is having open calls the second Sunday evening each month
to discuss topics of interest to business owners and those interested in pursuing one.
Where can someone wishing to learn more or attend find information?
If someone wants to learn about IVIE or future community open calls, they can either contact Ardis Bazyn
at abazyn@bazyncommunications.com or join the IVIE email list by sending an email to iviesubscribe@acblists.org
When does the call take place?
The second Sunday evening each month at 9 pm Eastern. The call-in Zoom number sent a couple days
before the call.
What is the purpose of the call?

The primary purpose is for members and interested persons to learn more about business ownership, hone
their personal skills, and learn more about each other’s business. We’d like more people to know about
IVIE and the benefits of belonging to this organization.
We look forward to everyone’s participation.
Ardis Bazyn
Make the Impossible Possible”
For inspirational speaking, business coaching, or books: http://www.bazyncommunications.com
USING THE CLASSIC WORDPRESS EDITOR
by Abbie Johnson Taylor
Website: http://www.abbiejohnsontaylor.com
Are you a blogger who is struggling with the new block editor on wordpress.com with no visible way to go
back to using the classic editor? Well, you’re not alone, but take heart. I have great news! Thanks to a
fellow blogger, I found a way you can use the classic editor. Here’s how.
After you’ve created your post, go to All Posts from your dashboard. Select the post you just created. If
you use a screen reader with a PC, you can press the letter X until you hear the title of the post you want,
then the spacebar to check the box. Below that, you should find a link that says, “Edit using the classic
editor.” Press Enter on that, and you’re good to go. Who knew it was that simple?
Note: You’re welcome to visit my wordpress.com blog at: http://abbiescorner.wordpress.com You can
also email me at: abbietaylor945@gmail.com

Conversation, Conversation, Conversation
By: Patty L. Fletcher
October 16, 2020
Hello Everyone.
Before I begin, let me just say, Thank You to All who like, comment on and share my work. You’re very
much appreciated.
With that thought in mind, I’d like to talk to you about some things I’ve noted over these many Joyful years
of blogging.
We’ve all heard how Engagement and Interaction can lead to Great Success for bloggers.
It is to my mind at least, some of the most Important work you’ll ever do when running a blog.
All the time, people ask me, “Should I start a blog?” and my answer is always the same.
“Not unless you’re willing to do some Heavy Lifting.”
“What do you mean?” They ask.
Well, let me speak on it…
First, it’s not enough to blog about yourself. After a while if people only see posts containing content about
nothing but you, that screams, “Me! Me! Me!” they’re going to tune you out. Oh, they might read, and they

might even hit the like and share buttons occasionally but over time their attention will waver, flag and
finally fall away.
Even if you write on a variety of topics concerning you and what you’re doing, sooner or later people are
going to get bored.
“Well, what should I do then?”
For starters, reblog other’s work. It’s quick, easy and costs you nothing.
And this leads me to today’s topic.
“Hmmm? Was wondering when you were going to get on with it.”
When someone reblog your work, hosts you on their blog, or shares your work across their Social Media
platforms, although saying thank you is an absolute must, it’s also a great idea to chat with those who are
going out of their way to see that your work gets seen by others.
It’s a great feeling for me when I get to have a bit of conversation with someone. I love meeting and learning
about people and the blogging community is filled with some of the best in the world. Heck! They’re all
around the world and you’d be amazed at what you can learn from them if you try.
But, just as it’s a great feeling for me when I get to meet and learn about people by engaging in conversation
with them, it’s not such a great feeling when someone writes a thank you comment and then basically
ignores my follow up.
Now, I know we’re all busy and I’m certainly not suggesting you sit and chatter like magpies on your blog
all day long, I’m just saying, if someone makes the effort to start a conversation with you it’s a great idea
to give them a bit of your time.
“What’s to be gained by this?”
My experience has been that I have…
Made some long-lasting friends.
Networked with people who have helped me further my career, and even
Shown me new ways of doing things and sometimes to new services.
Lots of times when I take the time to chat with those sharing my work and who’s work I’ve shared, I find
I gain new followers as well.
In short, there’s nothing to lose and everything to gain.
Well, I think you get the point so, until next time, this is Chatty Patty saying…
Conversation, Conversation, Conversation.
May Harmony find you and Blessid Be.
PS. Speaking of ‘conversation’ I’d love to know what you’re doing to expand your following.
Please feel free to email me with your thoughts at: patty.volunteer1@gmail.com
*Note*
This article was originally published at: https://campbellsworld.wordpress.com/2020/10/16/conversationconversation-conversation-advice-blogging-tips/

AUTHOR’S CORNER…
VISITATION
by Abbie Johnson Taylor
Website: http://www.abbiejohnsontaylor.com
Carrie was fourteen years old and lived in an apartment with her mother in New York City. A year earlier,
her father wandered into traffic one night while drunk and was killed by an oncoming bus.
He hadn’t always been drunk. Carrie remembered many times as a child when he picked her up after school
while between jobs and took her to the park where they flew homemade kites, and he pushed her on the
swings and waited for her at the bottom of the slide. When she joined a softball league at school, he bought
her a used glove, ball, and bat and showed her how to pitch, catch and throw. He occasionally took her for
ice cream.
As she grew older, his drinking bouts increased in frequency. He rarely took her places after school and
was hardly ever home when she went to bed. She often found him sleeping on the couch in the morning.
Her mother, Dianna, constantly berated him. He kept saying he was sorry, that he would stop drinking and
get a job and keep it. He never quit drinking, and he never kept a job for long.
Dianna worked as a secretary at a Baptist church. Carrie was used to getting by on the meager salary her
mother received. Most of the time, it was their only source of income, barely enough to pay the rent on
their small, shabby apartment, let alone buy food.
On the night Carrie’s father died, when he didn’t come home for supper, her mother packed his clothes and
other items in a box that she left outside the apartment door with a note. He never claimed his belongings.
During the following year, Carrie and her mother were forced to move to an even smaller, shabbier
apartment, and Carrie had to switch schools. Dianna threw herself into the many projects at the church to
help those in need. These took up a lot of her time, and Carrie was often left to fend for herself when she
wasn’t in school. She didn’t attempt to make friends because the squalor where she lived embarrassed her,
and she never kept in touch with kids she knew from her previous school.
One day after school, she boarded the bus, resigned to yet another evening alone with the cockroaches and
leaking roof. She hated riding buses, since her father was killed by one, but on this cold Halloween evening,
it was getting dark, and she didn’t want to walk alone at night. As she’d done many times, she’d stayed
after classes to study in the library where it was warm. Now, as the sky gradually darkened, she found a
seat in the back of the crowded bus and stared out the window at people and buildings, as it bumped along,
stopping every so often to pick up and drop off passengers.
Someone sat next to her. A hand fell on her knee, and a familiar voice said, “Hey sweet pea.”
She jumped and turned to see a man who looked just like her father, wearing baggy blue jeans and his
favorite plaid shirt, the clothes he wore the day he died. She detected no acrid stench of booze but a whiff
of the cologne he wore when he was sober. Thinking he was just another pervert who happened to look,
smell, and sound like her father, she turned back toward the window. “I know you don’t believe it’s me,
princess, but it is,” he said, taking her hand.
Princess, that was one of the many names he called her. “Leave me alone,” she said, jerking her hand away
and moving closer to the window. People turned and stared, and she wondered why.
“Honey, nobody can see me. I’m a ghost.”
“You’re nuts,” she said, turning back to him.
“So are you,” said a man across the aisle.
This couldn’t be real, she thought, as her face grew hot, and she stared at the man sitting next to her. She
shook her head and blinked several times. “Carrie, you’re not going to get rid of me that easily.”

She turned back toward the window. She was nowhere near her stop, but she had to get off this bus now.
Without a word, she reached for the bell to signal the driver to stop. The man’s hand shot up and grabbed
hers. “You’ll have a long walk home if you get off now, bug-a-boo.”
How did he know where her new home was? This was ridiculous. “Besides, sweet pea, you really don’t
want to go back to that fucking apartment with those god damned roaches, do you?”
Carrie smiled in spite of herself. She always thought it funny when her father used such colorful language
when talking about things that didn’t appeal to her.
“Now that’s what I like,” he said. “a smile from my little girl.”
She looked around, wondering if she could move to another seat, but they were all taken. “Honey, I know
I haven’t been the best of fathers lately, but I’m clean now. I haven’t touched a drop of liquor since last
year, and I won’t ever again. I’m going to make it up to you. From now on, we’re going to have the best of
times, just you and me.”
Just you and me? What did he mean? Was she going to die right here and now? She remembered something
her mother said. The preacher at the Baptist church believed that people like her father went to Hell, a place
that was always on fire, where there was wailing and gnashing of teeth. Was that where her father was
taking her? She pictured herself being consumed by ugly, yellow flames.
“No, I don’t want to go to Hell,” she screamed, trying to stand and pull herself away from him.
He squeezed her hand. “It’s gonna be okay, honey. Daddy’s right here.”
He said those exact words the night her appendix nearly ruptured when she was seven, as she lay in the
emergency room, tears streaming down her face, gripped by pain. He told her everything would be all right,
and it eventually was. It was one of few kept promises.
A squeal of breaks brought her back to the present. She felt a jarring crash, then nothing.
Note: The above story was published in Magnets and Ladders several years ago. You’re welcome to email
me at: abbietaylor945@gmail.com Happy Halloween!

Unsafe at Home
(A Tracy Gayle mystery)
By Trish Hubschman
September 2020
Website: https://www.dldbooks.com/hubschman/
Author’s Note: The idea for this story was provided by Tim Hendel. The characters and baseball teams are
entirely fictitious. `
Tracy Gayle
“It’s called a wild pitch, babe,” Danny explained. “It’s used in baseball to psyche-out the opponent.”
I didn’t miss a beat. “In this case it killed Herman Murray.”
Danny nodded. His expression was grim. I know. It’s a shame. Herman Murray was a great batter. Baseball
will miss him. Accidents happen on the field all the time.”
His last sentence infuriated me. “Catherine Murray doesn’t feel it was an accident. She thinks George Harris
intentionally threw the fatal pitch to kill her husband.”
Danny shot me a skeptical look. “Why would he have done that?”
That’s what I had to find out. I had a face to face conversation on my laptop computer with Catherine
Murray earlier. She wants to know why George Harris hasn’t been arrested and charged for killing her

husband.” I didn’t know that much about baseball. The closest I came to watching a game was sitting next
to Danny when he was tuned into one on TV. I rarely paid much attention to it though. I wasn’t the one she
should be hiring to look into her husband’s death but she insisted. “Tell me what you know about baseball,
the two teams in question and the players,” I fired at Danny. Two things my man loved to partake in and
talk about, actually three, but he didn’t discuss the third one as much, was music and baseball.
“Sure,” Danny replied and he did. Until two months ago, both pitcher George Harris and batter Herman
Murray played for the same team, the Sacramento Spiders, then Murray was traded to the Arizona
Rattlesnakes. “Maybe Murray hadn’t known what to expect and freaked when Harris sent the ball sailing
in his direction,” Danny said.
I nodded. “It’s possible,” I conceded. I needed a theory to start with. “Top of my list to talk to is George
Harris and his wife, Alicia.” Since it was baseball season and nobody was on their home turf, interviews
would have to be done by phone. I hated doing it that way but there was no choice in this case. At least
with the video screen on my cell I’d be able to observe their body language as we spoke. “I do want to talk
to the Sacramento medical examiner in person though. “Johnson is squaring it away with a buddy of his
down here.”
Doug Johnson was a cop friend of mine in New York. He always seemed to have a friend in whatever
jurisdiction I was working in.
Danny scowled. I wasn’t sure what that was about. “I have a benefit show to do tomorrow night, babe,” he
said. “If you can hold this off a few days I’ll set up my plane to take us to Sacramento and we’ll go together.
“
I agreed and it was settled.
Danny and I were driving from the Sacramento airport to the medical examiner’s office.” I’ve never been
to the morgue before,” Danny said. “And I have to say thank goodness for that.”
I had to suppress laughter, though it really wasn’t funny. It was how he said It. “We won’t be going down
into the morgue, Danny. We’ll be meeting Dr. Lewis in his office.”
Danny made a grunting noise. “I knew that but I thought a pathologist’s office was in the morgue.”
It was but it wasn’t. I didn’t have a chance to explain that, which was good. The GPS told Danny to make
a right turn and I launched into another topic.
“I spoke to some of the Spiders’ teammates,” I said. “Catherine Murray made it easier for me. She gave me
the players phone numbers.” I chuckled.
Danny grunted. “I’d say that was helping the good detective along,” he agreed. “What did you find out?”
I sighed. “That they’d all make great character witnesses for Harris. His teammates think he’s the greatest
thing going.”
“He is,” Danny said. “Best pitcher I’ve seen in a long time and a heck of a nice guy too.”
My head flashed to Danny. “You know George Harris?”?
He nodded. “Met him and his wife a couple of times. She’s very attractive.”
“Very pregnant too,” I added. Danny glanced at me. “I’d say she’s about seven months. When I commented
that she and the pitcher must be thrilled, it’s their first child, Mrs. Harris burst into tears and told me it had
all been a mistake and she loved her husband.”
Danny was confused. “Excuse me?”
Drumroll please, I thought. “Alicia Harris admitted to me that she’d been having a relationship with, none
other than, the deceased batter Herman Murray.”
Danny whistled. “I hadn’t expected that curve ball,” he said. “Is the baby Murray’s?”
“Don’t know,” I replied. “Alicia didn’t say.”
“Does George know of his wife’s affair?” he asked. I shrugged.
“Okay, how about Catherine Murray?” he posed. Again, I shrugged. “I think
Alicia may have given us possible motives, and it ain’t baseball.
That time I nodded. My musician sidekick was turning into a class A Sherlock Holmes. “In essence, this
makes the private eye’s job a bit stickier,” I added and slumped back into my seat.

The pathologist who performed Herman Murray’s autopsy, Dr Manuel Lewis, met us at the front desk. He
was in his thirties. He wore jeans, sneakers and a Spiders baseball cap. He led us to his office. It was in
disarray.
“The Rattlesnakes lost a great player,” Danny said.
My head shot to him. That was the perfect start-off.
“True,” Dr. Lewis replied. “But the deceased should have never been traded to the Snakes. He might still
be alive if he stayed with the Spiders.”
My head flashed back to Lewis. My mouth nearly dropped open. “Are you saying he’s dead because of the
opposing team?”
He shook his head. “I’m saying that if Mr. Murray had received immediate medical care when he was hit
by that fly ball and was lying on the field, he may well have survived.”
But you do think his death was a result of being struck by a baseball? I prodded.
Dr. Lewis sighed. “My preliminary findings are that cause of death was cardiac arrest. The blow he took to
the chest caused trauma that led to internal bleeding. There was too much pressure.”
But was the blow to the chest an intentional act or an inherent risk of playing baseball, I asked myself. “I
never thought of baseball as such a dangerous sport,” I said out loud.
“You wouldn’t believe,” Dr. Lewis added.
Now I would, I thought. “When will the rest of the tests be back, such as tox screens?” I asked. “Do you
think they might show anything different than you see at face value?”
He nodded. “Perhaps. We should never jump too fast,” he replied. “But the death certificate says cause of
death is cardiac arrest. What the precise cause was won’t be determined until all tests results are in.”
And that was the end of our conversation with the pathologist. He agreed to contact me when the tests came
back. We all stood and shook hands, then Dany and I left.
I needed to talk to George Harris. I asked Danny to place the call to the Spiders pitcher when we were
buckled into our seats and the plane was airborne. He did.
“Let me get Martin out here to put us on your laptop babe,” Danny said. “Then we’ll talk to George face to
face.” I agreed. Martin was Danny’s tech guy. He came out of the cockpit and did his computer stuff.
George Harris’s face came onto the fourteen-inch laptop screen. Danny introduced me and Harris.
Despite that I was about to interview the prime suspect in a possible homicide, I was excited about meeting
a famous ball player. That embarrassed me too.
“I assume you’re calling me because Cat Murray’s trying to make waves for me,” George said. His tone
didn’t convey annoyance. He shrugged. “I guess I can’t really blame her. She just lost her husband.” He
shrugged again. “Let’s put an end to this, okay? I don’t want to be benched the rest of the season, or worse
kicked out of MLB.”
I glanced at Danny for translation of those letters. “Major League Baseball,” he said, and the two men
chuckled. I felt heat rising in me.
I glanced at Danny again. He nodded. I slapped my hands down on my knees. “Okay, Mr. Harris, Did you
intentionally throw the fastball that killed Herman Murray?”
To my surprise, Harris snorted. “My job is to throw baseballs, ma’am. If they land up going astray or
accidentally hurting someone, I’m sorry about that, but there’s risks in any sport, major league or not. We
all go into them knowing that.”
He had a point but it didn’t answer my question. “Let me rephrase, Mr. Harris. When you threw that ball,
did you intend to kill Mr. Murray?”
That time, Harris burst into laughter. It irritated me!
“I’ve thrown curve balls, fast balls. Some of my pitches have gone wild. But never once has anyone been
killed by my pitching,” Harris said.” “Most batters stand glued to the plate. Their concentration is so intense
it’s almost unsettling.”
“Was Murray doing that?” I asked.
“No ma’am. He was twitching around like he had ants in his pants or something,” Harris said.
I waited to see if he elaborated on that. He didn’t, so I changed the subject. “Where’s your wife?”

Harris half-turned. “I sent her out of here for a while. At least with Murray gone she won’t have anyone to
warm up with.”
I sat up straighter. “You know about that?” Danny asked.
Harris’s expression darkened. “Yeah, she told me about her thing with Murray a few days ago. If I had
known about it a couple weeks back, I would have punched the guy in the nose.”
I was crest-fallen. That shot down our motive. We said our goodbyes for now. “Looks like we might have
to call this an accidental death,” I said. I felt like stones were still unturned in this case and I hated that.
“That’s up to the medical examiner, babe,” Danny said. “I guess for now we should just sit and wait.”
I hated that too.
I was deep in thought when Danny returned to his seat twenty minutes later. “I can see the wheels turning
in your head,” Danny said. “Want to tell me what I missed?”
“What would cause a professional athlete’s decrease in performance after being traded to a different team?”
I said. I don’t know if I was thinking out loud or asking Danny specifically, but he gave his input anyway.
“Maybe the team’s the wrong fit for him, he missed his girlfriend, or there’s problems with his wife, and
she’s giving him grief about the girlfriend.”
I pointed my finger at Danny. “That’s it! You got it!” I shrieked. Danny narrowed his eyes. “The last two
for sure,” I went on. “I can’t speak for the first one.”
Danny was quiet. “Are you saying that Catherine Murray killed her husband?” His eyes were narrowed
again.
I was quick to shake my head. “George Harris’s incredible pitch that went wild resulted in that. We already
know that. But something was interfering with Mooney’s usual steel nerves at the plate. He couldn’t stand
still or focus.” I waved my hand. “Now we come to the why he was doing that part,” I said. It was sort of a
drumroll, please, on my part.
Danny flipped his hand. “I’m sure you’ll tell me, and I’m eager to hear.”
I made a face. “This is just a gut feeling,” I began. “But yeah, I do think Catherine had something to do
with her husband’s demeanor of late on the ball field.” Danny opened his mouth but I rushed on. “I also
think if it wasn’t for the accident that killed Murray, his wife would have eventually finished the job and
no one would have been the wiser.”
Danny whistled. “That’s a big one, babe. How can you prove something like that?”
I slumped down in my seat. “I don’t know if I can but I have to find something concrete in my gut feeling
or George Harris might land up taking the heat for this.”
At that moment, the cockpit door opened and Danny’s tech guy came out. “Pilot says we’re going to land
soon. Put your seat belts on,” Martin instructed.
Danny put his hand on my arm. “We’ll finish this conversation after we land.”
We didn’t though. In the Lincoln heading back to Danny’s house he was on his cell with his son-in-law,
who was also his band’s keyboard player, discussing a composition he wanted to work on for their
upcoming concerts. I sat talking to Danny’s bodyguard, Joe Flasher, who was driving.
I was on the phone with the medical examiner’s office. Actually, the receptionist had me on hold for ten
minutes or so, saying that Dr. Lewis was in with a patient. That meant that he was doing an autopsy.
Liz came into the great room. I put my hand over the mouthpiece of the phone. “What’s up, honey?” I
asked.
Liz was Danny’s daughter. “Where’s Dad?” she asked. “I have, I guess you can call it, a favor to ask him.”
I fought off an urge to roll my eyes. “He’s probably holing up with Mike and the other guys rehearsing or
whatever tidal wave does at this point in their career,” I said. I adored Danny and the guys and dealt with
the rest of it. “They’re on the road again in a few days and they have to make sure everything’s perfect.” I
was smiling.
Liz plopped down on the sofa. She looked glum. “Mom wants to come out to visit me for a couple of weeks
while Dad is gone.
She wants to stay here at the house.” Liz brightened. “Can you square it with Dad for me?”

Liz’s mom, Blair Nelson, was Danny’s second wife. She was a talk show hostess in New York.
“You have to ask him yourself, honey,” I said. “I’m really busy at the moment.” I held up the phone. “Yes,
Dr. Lewis,” I said into it. Looking dejected, Liz got up and left the room. I felt bad for her and made a
mental note to track her down when I finished my call.
“Would it be possible to check Herman Murray’s medical records to see what his general health was before
the accident in the ball park?’
“Mmm,” he murmured. “What is it you’re looking for precisely?”
I had to think about that. George Harris said that when Murray was on the Spiders he had been a careful
eater. It drove the other guys nuts. But when Harris saw Murray before the game in Arizona he looked to
have gained ten pounds and was pale in complexion. “Did he have any allergies perhaps,” I asked, “To
food, additives or spices?”
“That wouldn’t be a problem. Just a second here.” He tapped on some computer keys. “Ah, yes, Mr. Murray
had a reaction to a sugar substitute called Approxim,” he explained. Bingo! I thought. “A small percentage
of the public have reported the same, but most stop using the artificial sweetener when their symptoms
start.”
“What are the symptoms?” I fired at him.
“They can range,” he replied. “Some people just report discomfort, but it can go as far as kidney
dysfunction.”
Holy cow, I thought. “Thank you, Dr. Lewis. Can you let me know when the tox screens and other tests on
Mr. Murray come back?” He answered to the affirmative and we signed off. Danny and Liz were coming
into the room. “Oh, Liz, I was just about to come looking for you.”
She was holding onto her father’s arm and smiling. “Dad says it’s okay for Mom to stay here at the house,”
she said. “I’m so excited. I’ve got to tell Mike.” She released Danny’s arm and darted from the room.
Danny groaned. I nearly giggled. “The last time Blair was in my house, and that was the only time, for
Liz’s wedding, she never shut up about changes I should make, etc. etc.”
I was laughing. “You won’t be here to hear it, darling,” I said. “And I’m sure it won’t be that bad.
She’s taking a break from being Blair Nelson, the famous talk show hostess, for a while to come out and
spend some time with her family.”
Danny shot me a withering look. “Blair will never take a break from being Blair Nelson. Mark my words,
she’ll still flaunt the star status when she’s out here.”
I was laughing so hard it was beginning to hurt.
Blair and I were heading to Catherine Murray’s residence. I was driving. Why was I taking Blair with me?
This was business. For one thing, I didn’t want to leave her alone in Danny’s house. I didn’t think he would
like that. Liz and Gina, the nanny, had taken the baby to the doctor. Danielle had a little cold. For another
thing, I thought Blair might be able to help me with Catherine, though I’m not sure in what way.
We stopped at a bakery and both got out of the car. Blair bought some expensive pastries to take along to
my client. They looked dangerously, disgustingly fattening.
“You don’t eat those, do you?” I asked, glancing at her slender figure.
She waved it off. “Maybe one or two, darling,” she replied. “Oh, don’t worry. They’re not as deadly as they
look. I called the bakery ahead. These divine treats are made with an artificial sweetener called Approxim.”
My mouth nearly dropped open. I silently counted to ten to wait until the tremor passed. I’ll have to try
one,” I said.
Catherine Murray was thrilled to see Blair Nelson. “I never expected this,” she said to Blair. “Please come
in. Let me take that box. Let’s go into the kitchen. I’ll make tea.”
That’s what she did. Blair and I took seats at the table. “You have a lovely house here, darling Catherine,”
Blair said.
Catherine glanced over her shoulder, smiling. “Herman and I were happy here, just the two of us,” she
replied. She was dreamy and her face took on a glow, then suddenly, it darkened. “That was, until that

barracuda Alicia Harris came along. She was trying to destroy my marriage.” Tears started pouring down
her cheeks. Catherine dashed at them with her right hand but they kept falling. She turned away from us.
Blair and I didn’t say anything. In fact, we acted as though we had heard nothing. Oh boy, how was I going
to tell Catherine now what I came here to tell her about George Harris?
Catherine brought a tea kettle and china service to the table. She settled herself down and reached for a
chocolate pastry. She was chewing and talking at the same time, looking down at her plate. She seemed to
be in a dream world. “Herman told me that George didn’t know about his affair with Alicia.” Catherine
made a low cackling noise. “I never believed that. Herman told me about it. He wanted Alicia to tell George
and leave him but she wouldn’t.” Catherine’s eyes came up. “Is she carrying my husband’s child?”
The question was blunt. “I don’t know, Catherine,” I said, keeping my voice level.
She picked up her tea cup and brought it to her lips. Her abrupt shift in conversation was unsettling. “Those
are delicious treats,” she said to Blair. “I’d almost dare to have a second one but I’d be afraid of getting
sick from all that sugar.”
“Oh no, darling, these are extra special pastries,” Blair said. “They’re made with an artificial sweetener.
They still have calories in them, but Approxim is much lighter on all your parts.”
The world began spinning then. All of a sudden, Catherine’s china cup crashed onto the table and shards
of glass and hot tea splattered everywhere. Blair yelped and jumped to her feet. Catherine and I dashed for
the counter and paper towel at the same time. Catherine grabbed my wrist. “Please leave now and don’t
come back.”
“Catherine, let me help you. Talk to me,” I said.
Her head was shaking. “I asked you nicely. Now I’m ordering you. Get out of my house!” With that, she
turned to face the counter and began humming.
I had no choice. As quietly as I could, I moved to the table and bent down to scoop up my bag. Then I took
Blair’s arm and we slipped out of the house. I put my finger to my lips. In the car, I explained everything
to Blair.
“Are you going to tell the police?” she asked.
I shook my head. “Whatever her plans had been for Herman didn’t succeed by her own hand,” I replied.
“No crime was committed by Catherine Murray.” And that was the end of that.
Alicia Harris gave birth to a baby girl. They named her Joanne Ruth after George’s favorite baseball players,
Joe DiMaggio and Babe Ruth. A paternity test showed that George was Jo’s father. The couple were elated.
The End
My email is: palhub@rcn.com

Gilberto’s Ordeal
By: Stephen Halpert
The more Gilberto thought about Lola Cortez, the more upset he felt. How could a woman mention marriage
and then announce she was going to Switzerland with some guy for a month? To Gilberto that felt terribly
inconsistent. He mulled this over in his mind as he sat in his favorite pizza joint, eating supper.
It was a warm summer evening. The light rain was failing to lower the humidity. He noticed two women
from his neighborhood sitting together eating calzones. Both were stocky, wearing next to nothing. Neither
wore a wedding ring. The heavier one with blond curls smiled in his direction. He nodded, but he certainly
wasn’t in any mood to strike up an acquaintance.
He finished his pizza, stopped by the men’s room and made his way out onto the street. It was twilight,
traffic was light. He stood looking up at the emerging stars. A half-hidden moon watched the traffic light
go from green to red.

“Joey,” a woman cried out. “Get back here.”
But the child paid no attention. As the light changed, he rushed out into the street. Visibility was poor.
Eager cars picked up speed. The woman screamed: “Joey! No!”
Without a second thought, Gilberto rushed into the street. Moments before cars advanced upon them, he
scooped up the young boy. Dodging traffic, he moved quickly. He was almost to the sidewalk when a harsh
thud sent him and the child flying into the air.
Everything slowed down. As he spun, he still clutched the boy against him. Excruciating pain seared
through him. Another vehicle swerved away from him, grazing his side. Still shielding the boy with his
body, he tumbled into the street. His head spun; all he could feel was pain. His last memory was of a bright
light surrounding him.
When he next opened his eyes, he was in a hospital bed covered in bandages. He hurt all over but his left
side was excruciatingly painful.
“Oh good,” a nurse said. “He regaining consciousness. Call Dr. Sperry.”
He gasped and took a sip of water from the straw she held out to him. Then he passed out. When next he
regained consciousness, he saw Ramon sitting beside his bed. Tears trembled in his friend’s eyes. Softly he
said. “Oh Gilberto, we all thought we had lost you.”
His mouth was dry. A nurse handed him a paper cup with a straw.
“Welcome back,” she said. “You’ve been out for nearly two days. Your friend’s been here with you most
of the time.”
“Did I die,” he whispered?
“Maybe,” Ramon said. “You kept going in and out. Anyone else might have been a goner.”
“He needs to rest,” the nurse said. “I fear you’ve multiple injuries, a concussion and possible brain damage,
but you saved the child.”
He felt confused. “The boy,” he whispered. “He will be ok?
“Yes,” the nurse said. “Thanks to you.”
Ramon took his hand. “You’re a hero, all over the newspapers and TV news. Big headlines: Atlas
Supervisor Saves Child in Daring Rescue. Rosa’s collecting clippings. She’s making you a scrap book.”
“Won’t work out with Lola,” he whispered.
Ramon nodded. “Didn’t think so. You’re not the first to feel that way.”
“The little boy? How is he?”
“He should be all right. Dislocated shoulder, bruises. Gilberto, you saved the boy’s life.”
“Then it wasn’t for nothing.”
A nurse came in. “Time you rested.” She gave him a shot. Momentarily he felt giddy, then he drifted off to
sleep.
“Good morning,” a nurse said. She waved a catheter. Time for you to micturate.” Like a pro she slid a bed
pan under him. “If your bladder cooperates, we won’t need this.”
“Breakfast please. Big breakfast, I want to get out of bed.”
“No,” she said firmly. “Not for a while.”
He frowned. It seemed he was stuck in bed. Only a small television, something he hardly ever watched
except for occasional soccer games, chattered above his head.
She looked stern. “You’ll ultimately heal. It may take a few months. But for now…”
“I want out of bed,” he insisted. “I need to move around.”
“Yes, I know you do and promise you, very soon. You’ll need rehab and PT. “
“I want breakfast. At least bring me some breakfast.”
“I’ll see what I can do.” The nurse nodded and left. She returned with a tray. When he tried to sit up the
pain was unbearable.
The nurse frowned. “Please try to relax.” She pushed a button and the bed rose a little. “I’ll feed you,” she
said. The medical officer at Atlas has informed us that you’re fully covered every step of the way. Please,
just rest and let us take care of you.”
She proceeded to hand feed him: dry toast, an even dryer hardboiled egg and weak tasting coffee.

“This food’s garbage,” he shouted, pushing at the tray. That made his ribs hurt. “Prisoners get better than
this slop.”
“Please,” the nurse said “You’ll upset the other patients.”
“I want decent food,” insistence firm in his voice. Give me a phone. He managed to call Ramon, who
promised to bring him a large pizza. The nurse took the tray and left. “Try to rest,” she said.
Gilberto dozed on and off for a while. Later, hearing the sound of his name, he opened his eyes and saw a
slender slip of a woman standing in his doorway, looking in at him.
He smiled at her and she edged into the room. “You saved my little boy,” she said. Her voice was almost
teary. I am indebted to you for his life.”
She reached for his hand. Her hands were small. Her eyes he thought were pools of soft blue love. “He’s
ok?” Gilberto said. He was glad it didn’t hurt to smile.
“Yes, thanks to you.” She sighed and smiled back. He thought it was a beautiful smile, one of the loveliest
he’d ever seen.
A tear sparkled in her eye. “You are my hero.”
Her words embarrassed him. He wasn’t used to this sort of blind adoration. Was what he did all that special?
But wouldn’t anyone?
She took a breath and then carefully though firmly pronounced, “I want to care for you. Help you to recover.
You will need more time to mend than you know, but I will be there for you, and will care for you. Please
allow me this.”
He wasn’t expecting anything like this. “Tell me your name.”
“Maria Sanchez.”
“It’s ok with your husband you’re taking care of me?”
She shook her head and said softly. “There is no husband. Just me and Joey. He’s a handful, refuses to
listen to me.”
Gilberto nodded. “Maria, it is kind of you to offer me your help, but I couldn’t impose.”
Before he could say more her voice strengthened. “I insist. Please don’t try to discourage me!”
He smiled and closed his eyes. “Then let it be so.”

National Dictionary Day
By Jo Elizabeth Pinto
www.brightsideauthor.com
October 16, is National Dictionary Day.
The day is celebrated in honor of Noah Webster, an American schoolteacher, pioneering textbook author,
and lexicographer (language expert) who is considered the father of the American dictionary. He was born
in West Hartford, Connecticut, in 1758, to a fairly wealthy family. His father was a farmer and a militia
captain who also founded the Hartford Book Society.
To celebrate Dictionary Day, expand your command of the English language. If you don’t have a modern
dictionary at home, consider buying one. Read a book. Sign yourself up for a free Word of the Day site like
the ones on Merriam Webster, Dictionary.com, or Grandiloquent, and start easily picking up new
vocabulary you can impress your friends with in everyday conversation.
“So avoid using the word ‘very’ because it’s lazy. A man is not very tired, he is exhausted. Don’t use very
sad, use morose. Language was invented for one reason, boys – to woo women – and, in that endeavor,
laziness will not do.” —N.H. Kleinbaum, Dead Poets Society

Click here to find out how Noah Webster tried and failed to make spelling easier for schoolchildren
throughout the generations, how he advocated for authors everywhere and why we should all be grateful,
why we now have the Merriam Webster Dictionary, and much more!
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/87235/10-facts-about-websters-dictionary-dictionary-day
Speaking of dictionaries, I’m a professional proofreader and editor. If you need help with a manuscript,
from a book to a blog piece, contact me at jopinto@msn.com with a word count and an idea of what level
of editing you have in mind.

From my Book of Shadows: Let the Sunshine In
By: Patty L. Fletcher
October, 21, 2020
*Author’s Note*
This piece was written not long ago, on a morning when I happened to be feeling exquisite and quite high
on life.
OCTOBER 21, 2020
MOON PHASE WAXING CRESCENT
So, here I am on yet another gorgeous and glorious day. The sun is shining bright, warm, and beautiful in
the sky, the birds are singing in the trees and the entire world is at my fingertips.
I decree, no matter what the status of the world All of us must…
“Let the sunshine in!
Let the sunshine in!
Open up your heart and let the sunshine in!
Smilers never lose, and frowners never win! So, open up your heart and let the sunshine in!
Even if it’s cloudy! Even if you’re sick! Even if you’re downtrodden and dejected, let the sunshine in!”
I challenge you who ever you might be reading this to try it. What have you to lose?
I suppose some might think me foolish. I also suppose, I don’t care. I posted a similar writing onto Facebook
this morning. I wrote that it had taken me half of my life to learn this lesson and another two or three years
to put it firmly into practice, but now I’ve done it there is no turning away.
When Campbell and I moved into this house and I saw how the sun burst through all the windows I began
singing this song every morning. I found it cheered us and no matter how badly we might be feeling it
helped us get through our days a bit better.
After a while, it became a part of our every-day routine and if I happened to wake in an unusually foul
mood, and didn’t do it Campbell would come and nudge me as if to say, “Mother, you’ve forgotten
something.” And without fail, after I opened the shades and sang our song with him wagging alongside me
as I went round the house, we both did indeed feel better.
When Campbell became sick and got so he couldn’t always go wagging with me I still went round opening
all the shades and singing our morning sunshine song. I noted that even on his worst days just before the
end of his life he always managed to give his tail a thump.
When I awoke on that first morning after his passing, at first, I felt as though I might not be able to even
crawl from the bed. I couldn’t figure out how I could possibly face the day without him. But before long
my body stated that it would function, Campbell or no, and so up I got and once I’d put my feet on the floor

and begun to move I seemed to go onto auto pilot. Before I knew it, I’d washed my face, brushed my teeth
and hair and was headed for the coffeepot for that first cup of brew.
Then, as it began to drip into the cup releasing its rich delicious aroma throughout the house, I found myself
going to each window in turn, throwing open the shades and with tears streaming down my face I sang.
Soon, the fog of early morning had lifted and sure enough there was the sun. I dread to think what might
have become of me and my mental state had I allowed myself to succumb to the grip of grief which had
threatened to overtake me.
Oh, don’t get me wrong. There have been and still are moments of deep sadness from the loss of my boy.
There have been moments of longing that seemed to come from nowhere and everywhere all at once that
have at times brought me to my knees.
I’ve been asked, “How do you manage to keep your attitude as you do?”
My answer? “Why, to do anything else would be such a dishonor to Campbell and all he stood for in my
life that I may as well have never had him at all. I must get up each day with the determination to keep
putting one foot in front of the other, walking and working toward all the goals he and I set together to
make certain all he did will live on. I must without doubt forge ahead. I must write my books, sing my
songs, dance my dances and continue to be myself. I must never lose that which Campbell gave to me.
I cannot wait until the day the restrictions for those traveling from Tennessee are lifted and I can once again
return to that ancient and magickal place, The Seeing Eye, for there is no doubt another wonderful beasty
waits to slip into its harness and walk proudly by my side.
I’m quite certain that King Campbell in his spirit self has already visited the kennel and laid his royal paw
on the pup which will one day be my guide.”
“Rather imaginative, aren’t you?”
“Not at all. I know it to be true just as I know that Campbell lived and worked with me all those wonderous
years. I have prayed and I know that it is so because…
There is no part of my life which does not belong to the Goddess.
There is no part of my body which does not belong to the Goddess.
I am she, and she is me.
We are one, yet we are we.
And one day, she will give another of her beautiful creatures to me.
So Mote It Be! And Blessid Be!”

Traveller Inceptio
Rob Shackleford
www.robshackleford.com
Hi, my name is Rob Shackleford.
I live in Mount Tamborine, which is the amazing green hinterland of
Australia’s Gold Coast.
I have two adult kids, but no grandkids on the horizon yet!
My status is semi-retired. I hate that description, but we have cast off the
mooring lines and, for the years pre-Covid, spent our time travelling and
trying to gather an insight into the background for my books. It’s has been
a terrific excuse for seeing some fabulous parts of the world.
My professional background is in media, tourism, and some time as a
college teacher. I have run my own businesses and learned some harsher

lessons, have degrees in Business and Arts, and know that there is much more for me to learn and experience
life.
Besides travel, I love to immerse myself into nature, scuba dive, play the congas, gaze at the stars, and
swim in the surf.

Traveller Inceptio
If you were sent a thousand years into the past, would you
survive?
After the accidental development of the Transporter, university
researchers determine that the device sends any subject one
thousand years into the past.
Or is it into a possible past?
The enigmatic Transporter soon becomes known as a Time
Machine, but with limitations.
An audacious research project is devised to use the Transporter to investigate Medieval Saxon England,
when a crack international team of Special Services soldiers undergo intensive training for their role as
historical researchers.
The special researchers, called Travellers, are to be sent into what is a very dangerous period in England’s
turbulent past.
From the beaches of Australia to the forests of Saxon England, Traveller – Inceptio reveals how Travellers
soon learn that they need more than refined combat skills and modern technology to survive the trails of
early 11th Century life.
Book Cover Description
The design is of the blade of a Seax - the traditional Saxon knife from which they gain their name. The
actual background is really Boar skin, but the texture has vanished into Black. Both the seax and boar hide
have relevance in the story. The Image is used with permission from British swordsmith Bushfire Forge Owen Bush. I like the cover because it is simple and stands out, though it does have relevance to the story.
If you would like to read a few chapters you can find them at this link https://robshackleford.com/travellerinceptio

READING WITH THE AUTHORS…
What I’m Reading, and October Annual Cold
By: Patty L. Fletcher
https://www.amazon.com/Patty-L.-Fletcher/e/B00Q9I7RWG
October 19, 2020
*Author’s Note* I’ve edited this writing to reflect correct book information. When first I wrote it, I was
suffering mightily and truly had no business writing a thing.
Hello to All!
I hope this post finds You doing Super Well.
Here, not so much.
While I am feeling somewhat better than when I woke on Saturday, my annual October cold continues in
full swing!
It is my belief that there’s no better medicine for a nasty cold than a comfortable place in the sun and a
good book, and it just so happens that I have both.
Over the last week, I’ve been doing a lot of reading. Last evening, I began reading, “A Whitehouse Diary
by Lady Bird Johnson”, and never have I read such a delightful book. I’m reading the Library for the Blind
and Print Disabled version and they couldn’t have picked a better reader for this book had they tried. She
reads so splendidly each nuance of expression. Why it is as if Lady Bird herself is here in the room with
me telling the story. I’ve hardly been able to sleep for wanting to read just one more line.
I find myself waking in the night, propping up in bed, turning on the book and reading until my head fairly
falls off my shoulders for its nodding so enjoyable is this book. I believe I’m going to suggest it to the book
club moderator when I go to the Worlds of Books meeting on Tuesday.
Speaking of Worlds of Books, the book I’ve just finished for that meeting though good, is no comparison
to the book I’m reading now.
It was “Dead Wake the Last Crossing of the Lusitania”. Honestly, had I not needed to read it for the club,
I doubt I would’ve ever chosen it. I found it to be a bit long and draggy in spots. At times I felt the author
dumped in just a bit too much information but overall it was worth the read, if for no other reason than the
wonderful phrases of description and bits of history I picked up along the way.
I did learn some things about President Wilson I didn’t appreciate. For one thing while I know our
Presidents are only human, it seemed to me that there were times when he allowed his emotional state
concerning his love life to stand in the way of his duty to country and the consistent loss of life caused by
the blood thirsty German submarine captains and the war happening in Europe.
Also, while I know war isn’t something one must enter into in haste, it appeared that it took far too long for
America to get up off its hind end and do something about the horrendous happenings abroad.
Anyway, if I must be sick with a cold the book I’m reading now will most assuredly help me pass the time
while I rest and recover.
Before I go, I wonder, what are you reading?
Have you read either of the books referenced here? If so, would you like to share your thoughts?
If not, I hope you’ll write and let me know what your reading these days.
Until next time, this is Patty who is glad for a warm blanket and large patch of sun saying…
Happy Reading.
May Harmony find You, and Blessid Be.
If you wish to chat about what you’re reading please do reach out mailto:patty.volunteer1@gmail.com

*Note*
National Library for the Blind and Print Disabled book information for both books referenced here is below.
A White House diary DBC18116
Johnson, Lady Bird. Reading time: 42 hours, 33 minutes Read by Dianna Dorman. A production of Texas
State Library, Talking Book Program Government and Politics Biography of Heads of State and Political
Figures
Originally published in 1970, A White House Diary is Lady Bird Johnson’s intimate, behind-the-scenes
account of Lyndon Johnson’s presidency from November 22, 1963, to January 20, 1969. Beginning with
the tragic assassination of John F. Kennedy, Mrs. Johnson records the momentous events of her times,
including the Great Society’s War on Poverty, the national civil rights and social protest movements, her
own activism on behalf of the environment, and the Vietnam War. 1970.
Downloaded: October 17, 2020
Download A White House diary
Dead wake: the last crossing of the Lusitania DB80936
Larson, Erik. Reading time: 13 hours, 6 minutes. Read by Scott Brick. A production of the National Library
Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, Library of Congress War and the Military World History
and Affairs
In 1915 the Lusitania, a luxury ocean liner, left New York for Liverpool. The captain assumed that the
Germans would follow gentlemanly strictures of warfare, keeping civilian ships safe from attack. Larson
recounts what happened when Germany violated that code and that choice’s wider repercussions. Violence.
Commercial audiobook. 2015.
Downloaded: October 10, 2020
Download Dead wake: the last crossing of the Lusitania
To learn more about the National Library Services for the Blind and Print Disabled and see if you qualify
for their services please visit: ·https://www.loc.gov/

Review of, “Goin’ Home”
Author Website: www.phyllisstatoncampbellauthor.com
Title: Goin’ Home
Author: Phyllis Staton Campbell
Publisher: Goldtouch Press, LLC
ISBN: 1952155347
Pages: 190
Genre: Small Town & Rural Fiction
Reviewed by: Liz Konkel

Pacific Book Review
Amy and her pastor husband are at the heart of a close-knitted community where they help the various
townsfolk with their problems and celebrate their successes. Their community is still healing from a storm
when they receive a visit from two of their neighbors who bring with them a heart heavy plea. A murderer
is being released after fifty years spent in prison and is going to live the rest of his days with the sister. His
release has created an emotional upheaval for Sam and his family. Tension forms within the town putting
Amy and Jim directly into the middle as they explore forgiveness and the trials it presents as they struggle
to lend comfort to a couple struggling with their son’s brain surgery, the loss of a beloved dog, and a
shocking family secret that rocks Amy’s own family and relationship.
An enticing prologue sets the tone for the story through the release of prisoner Robert Thomas which puts
this pleasant town on edge, and for one family, it sends them back into their pain, anger, and mourning.
Through Amy, Jim, and their community, you
receive different perspectives on Robert’s release and see a genuine impact this has on the community as
they face distrust, tension, and crisis. Robert’s release serves as the catalyst for events that follow with
author Phyllis Staton Campbell exploring the themes of freedom and second chances, loss and forgiveness,
with the last being the heart of the story. Forgiveness is an often-difficult thing to master, whether it’s
forgiving yourself or someone who wronged you, and Campbell explores both through Robert and the
question of if he should forgive himself, and Sam and whether he should forgive Robert.
Through Sam the story touches upon the grief and anger of someone who lost a loved one at the hands of
someone else. Campbell doesn’t hold back delving into these complex topics and calling out the weighted
topic and hardship of forgiveness. The story has an underlying plot of loss and mourning which is seen
through each of the characters, and reflected through the community as the town is in the midst of
recovering from a storm when the story begins. Amy and Jim have an important role in the community as
they lend their prayers and comfort to their neighbors which provides the story with a variety of subplots:
a couple facing their son getting surgery and a neighbor grieving the loss of a dog. A shock rattles Amy’s
own family when she and Jim learn of a shocking secret which pushes Jim towards his own path of
forgiveness. The strength of their relationship is what holds them together and what keeps the community
on its feet as Amy works to hold everyone up. Campbell weaves in various humorous moments stemmed
from misunderstandings, interactions, and clever dialogue.
The perspective of Amy and her husband sets the tone of the story as one of faith and understanding, with
their role in the town and their compassion they provide creating the heart of the community. Their two
genuine characters reach out to their neighbors to lend their help and see them through rough times by the
use of their faith. The setting of the community is a key element to the story as you see the townsfolk
banding together to recover from devastation and see the shakeup by the arrival of Robert into their safe
place of comfort and peace known by the name of Pleasantville.
Goin’ Home is a genuine tale of a small town and a community as the characters face the strength of their
bonds, loss and mourning, faith, forgiveness, secrets, understanding, and second chances.

POETRY PLACE…
To Frost
By: Tasha Halpert
www.heartwingsandfriends.com
I know where you find your colors!
Clever miser, you rob the flowers to paint the leaves.
In Nature, nothing is wasted.
It saddens me to see my garden wither!
Remembering blossoms untouched, tomatoes still firm
I resist your onslaught.
And yet here are plants and creatures
that need the sleep you bring, the time to grow in silence,
in the dark and the cold.
Your touch is a mercy to many,
you put an end to their growing season and give them time
to return to their roots at last.
I cannot hold back your progress.
You harvest all that has met its date with time while I look on
firm in the promise of spring to come.

Nature’s Dance
By: John Justice
http://www.dldbooks.com/johnjustice/
Beneath the sun that warms in spring,
Each plant and tree will grow its green;
From tiny plant to mighty oak,
Our world is greener with each stroke:
Soon the flowers will join the throng,
We pause and smile with each bird’s song;
But all too soon the garden ends,

We say goodbye to feathered friends:
Each cooling breeze will bring the fall,
With squirrels and leaves pumpkins and all;
We think oh my, but what a shame,
And then the hills are touched with flame:
What joy and beauty cascades down,
And soon becomes brittle and brown;
Beneath the gleam of winter’s snow,
Things stretch and move and start to grow:
As winter sings its last refrain,
We share in nature’s dance again;
And far above He loves us all,
In summer, winter, spring and fall:

The Choice
by Joan Myles
http://www.jewniquelymyself.com
There will come a day
When all things worth revealing
Cling tight to shadow
And one moonless night
When the clarity of Love
Dismisses all doubtThe
We could hold our breaths
Ticking with the pendulum
Or hold each other.

Holding Hands with a Bear
by Abbie Johnson Taylor
Website: http://www.abbiejohnsontaylor.com
Using fingers and limited vision,
I admire the sculpture:
its rough body, teeth, removable scull,
paws made of clay-like material.
In reality, it would be dangerous
to be this chummy with such a creature,
but in the museum, the bear and I are friends.
He will not, cannot, hurt me.
***

Note: The above poem appears in the fall print issue of The Avocet. It was inspired by a time last year when
I visited a museum with one of my local writing groups. Because of my limited vision, I was allowed to
feel
the
sculpture
of
a
bear.
To
hear
me
read
the
poem,
go
to:
https://abbiescorner.files.wordpress.com/2020/10/holding-hands-with-bear2020-10-05_14-21-26.mp3
I enjoy receiving email from readers at: abbietaylor945@gmail.com

Quiet Defiance
Butterfly Thomas
My opposition isn’t always outloud
Bold
And in your face
Sometimes I quietly seethe
And wonder
If I spoke out
Would it make a change
Would this time be different
Would it mean something?
Anything?
And am I any less proud if I don’t?
Am I any less hurt?
Am I any less offended?
Am I any less broken?
Are my feelings still valid?
Still important?
Still mine
If they don’t leave you cowed
Or contrite
My opposition is not always flashy
Instead
In secret I defy the odds

I defy your limatations
I defy these bonds
These chains
Of narrow imaginations
My opposition is not always out loud
Yet and still, I disagree
In quiet defiance
Peace,
Butterfly
You can contact me at: butterfly.m.enterprises@gmail.com
This poem can be found in my book in my feelings released in March of this year at:
https://www.dldbooks.com/bthomas/

The Author
by Marlene Mesot
04/13/2008
http://www.marlsmenagerie.com
Is it just a fantasy?
Or can people really see
A glimpse of their reality
Through me.
A touch, a though, a word and then,
My story comes to life deepened.
By line let me set apart
Writing with a heart.
Writer, where’s your motive lie?
Can you hold their interest high?
You view life with a verbal eye.
Audience identify.
Words and concepts play their parts
In writing meant to reach to hearts.
The power of the word still stands
To reach woman and man.
Is it just a fantasy?
Or a true glimpse of reality.
A touch, a thought, a word apart,
Writing with a heart.
Writer, where’s your motive lie?
Audience identify.

The power of His Word still stands
To reach woman and man.
Thanks so much for reading my poem. I love hearing from readers, please email me at:
Marl.Mesot@gmail.com

HEALTH WORLD…
The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a mighty toll on me.
Once I realized the impact Social Distancing has had on my physical wellbeing, I concluded that if I was
having issue due to all the stillness caused by the lockdown happening round the world then most likely so
were lots of others.
I knew then I must try and help those reading The Writer’s Grapevine recover as much as I could, and so I
began to look for articles which would be useful to us all.
The Smorgasbord Café Blog Magazine has been a great resource of health columns for me over the past
few years. I reached out to its author Sally Cronin to see if she might consider becoming a regular
contributor of Health World.
She wrote back to say that while she was flattered that I would consider her for my magazine, she just
didn’t have the time to do it.
At first, I was disappointed, then inspiration struck.
I wrote her back and requested permission to use partial columns from her new series with read more links
leading to the posts on her blog included and she wrote back with her blessing.
I strongly encourage you to make use of the read more link provided, visit her blog, and read the rest of
each one. These columns began in May and I’ll be featuring them in order as they appeared on the blog.
My thanks to Sally for allowing her work to be used here.
*Editor’s Note*
Although there are many articles left in the series we’ve been following by Sally, I’ve decided to leave off
from there in order to bring you what I feel is a much more important health article for this time of year.
To continue reading onward in the previous series Smorgasbord Health Column – Project 101 – Resilience
– Sleep Part One – Weight Loss, Heart function and Immune System – Musical Therapy – Sally Cronin
| Smorgasbord Blog Magazine please see: https://smorgasbordinvitation.wordpress.com/2020/05/27/smorgasbordhealth-column-project-101-resilience-sleep-part-one-weight-loss-heart-function-and-immune-system-musical-therapy-sallycronin/

And now this month’s article.

Smorgasbord Health Column – Unseasonal Affective
Disorder #Lockdown #Elderly – Part One by Sally Cronin
Posted onOctober 19, 2020bySmorgasbord - Variety is the Spice of Life.

Normally I would refer to Seasonal Affective
Disorder in February as the winter months
take their toll on our physical, mental and
emotional health. However, reading the
various reports in the media on Vitamin D
Deficiency being one of the causes for
susceptibility to Covid-19 and raised concerns
on the levels of mental health issues including
depression, the comments from readers who
are experiencing lack of energy and focus, I
began to see some parallels to SAD, but six
months ahead of schedule.
Care homes and lockdown
Usually care homes have some garden or outside facilities for residents to walk and interact with each other
in daylight and sunshine in particular, but with lock down over the summer months that has been in the
main prohibited. Also elderly who live in sheltered housing, apartments and other homes without back
gardens have also been denied that very important immune boosting few months before winter hits.
The Summer
The weather here is not brilliant but we can usually rely on about six weeks of summer but this year that
has not been the case with more rain than usual and grey days. I know that is mirrored in much of the UK
and combined with restrictions on exercise, and now the wearing of masks, none of us have recharged our
Vitamin D batteries effectively. Holidays outside of our own local area were only allowed for a brief few
weeks and not every family was able to take advantage of that lifting of restrictions. Hundreds of thousands
of tourists who might have got a boost by hitting foreign beaches were also unable to do so this year and
whilst just 14 days is not sufficient to last all winter, it certainly gives Vitamin D levels a much-needed
boost.
The Winter ahead.
Many of us face the threat of another more restrictive lockdown in coming weeks and with six months of
winter ahead our access to sunlight, fresh air and exercise is going to be further restricted. This includes for
example, those retirees who normally head off to the sunshine states in America or an apartment in the
south of Europe who will be unable to do so because of restrictions on travel or quarantine measures.
Children in school may not be getting as much playtime as normal, and certainly the weather during the
next few months is going to prohibit that to a greater extent.

This puts thousands of men, women and children at further risk of contracting influenza and colds, and
possibly Covid-19.
Continue reading at:

https://smorgasbordinvitation.wordpress.com/2020/10/19/smorgasbord-health-column-unseasonalaffective-disorder-lockdown-elderly-part-one-by-sally-cronin/

Also this month in ‘Health World’ we have Tasha Halpert who not only shares with us a bit about dealing
with some physical surgery, but another and possibly more important surgery as well.

As with many articles in the magazine I asked myself whether ‘Health World’ was the right place for this,
but it is my thought that there is no more important condition than the ‘Human Condition’ and Tasha’s
piece brings this into sharp focus in a wonderful way.
As always your thoughts on these matters are important. So, please don’t hesitate to share your opinions
with us.

Heartwings Love Notes 953 Seeing Clearly
www.heartwingsandfriends.com
Heartwings says, “Sometimes it’s difficult to know when our vision is cloudy.”

This past week I had the first of 2 cataracts removed—the last one will be in a month. The doctor who
performed the operation said he had done twelve that day, a light day. He often does up to seventeen.
Cataracts and cataract operations are common. The nurse practitioner I saw afterward said, “Everybody
gets them.” No one ever told me anything about the symptoms. I never thought to question what was going
on with my vision. Essentially, it was deteriorating.
Over the last few years, I had needed more and more light to see by. I had also experienced a diminishing
ability to see colors. My eyes tired easily, and blurred when I was working on the computer at night. This
evolved slowly over time, and it never occurred to me that something could be done about it or that it could
be taken care of. Nor did I think to mention it to my primary care physician. I was like a lobster unaware it
was being boiled, because it was in a pot that only gradually grew warmer.
My eye doctor had warned me for several years that I had a small cataract. It only just this year grew large
enough to be removed. Everyone I mentioned it to said the operation was nothing to be concerned about,
so I had very little trepidation. In truth, as every person I spoke to has told me, the worst thing to be said
about a cataract operation is administering the eye drops four times a day for almost a month afterward. I
agree with that statement.
When the next day the doctor removed the post operation patch from my right eye, I was amazed at how
bright and clear everything appeared. Now I look forward to seeing the same brightness with both eyes. In
addition, as a result of this I’ve come to a new understanding: Clarity of inner vision is equally as important
as clarity of outer vision. Our prejudices often prevent us from seeing clearly. They cloud the viewing lens
of our minds like a cataract. There are no surgeons who remove this kind of cataract. I must be my own
physician, checking up on my prejudices regularly to make sure I see clearly.
May you see clearly what is there to be seen.
Blessings and best regards, Tasha Halpert
P.S. Any comments you might wish to make, kind reader, are greatly appreciated. Please write to me at:
tashahal@gmail.com.

FAVORITE LINKS OF THE MONTH…
First up we’ve Carol Taylor with some Fang-Tastic Recipes: http://carolcooks2.com/2020/10/20/29239/
Next there’s author Jane Risdon with great photos and a smashing author interview:
http://janerisdon.com/2020/10/21/gone-with-the-wind-anti-freeze-sleazy-jazz-clubs-a-fence-a-facebookgroup-trains-yachts-mill-paddles-watching-the-watchers-sand-and-pool-club-beverley-hills-hotel/
Check out the weekly update on Talk to Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing and see how your favorite
podcasts are doing: https://campbellsworld.wordpress.com/2020/10/20/weekly-podcast-update-for-talk-totell-it-to-the-world-marketing-advertising-newsnuggets-podcast/
Now here’s Ernest Dempsey with some great reads times three from his #RTS blog:
https://www.recoveringself.com/exercise-and-fitness/sprain-vs-strain-whats-the-difference
https://www.recoveringself.com/poetry/water-and-words
https://www.recoveringself.com/brain/can-brain-games-fend-off-mental-decline
Author and Artist Lynda McKinney Lambert
https://www.lyndalambert.com/reading-a-book/
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Each Word Is a Well from poet Joan Myles: https://www.lyndalambert.com/reading-a-book/
Hayley the Halloween Cat & The Search for Bitty the Bat – Wanda Luthman’s Children’s Books:
https://wandaluthman.wordpress.com/2020/10/19/hayley-the-halloween-cat-the-search-for-bitty-the-bat/

CLOSING…
This ends The Writer’s Grapevine Mayday Magnificence Edition.
I hope you’ve enjoyed reading it as much as I have enjoyed putting it together.
As requested throughout, if you’ve comments, questions, or contributions get in touch at:
patty.volunteer1@gmail.com
Thanks for reading.
May Harmony find You, Blessid Be.

ABOUT PATTY L. FLETCHER
Patty L. Fletcher lives in Kingsport Tennessee where she works full time as a Writer with the goal of
bridging the great chasm which separates the disAbled from the non-disAbled. And as a Social Media
Promotional Assistant.
She is the owner and creator of Tell-It-To-The-World Marketing (Author, Blogger Business Assist), and is
the published author of two books, Campbell’s Rambles: How a Seeing Eye Dog Retrieved My Life and
Bubba Tails From the Puppy Nursery At The Seeing Eye: Volume One.
She can also be found in two anthologies which are, December Awethology Light

And A Treasure Chest of Children’s Tales.
She is now working on her third book which is to be a memoir trilogy called, ‘Pathway to Freedom: Broken
and Healed’.
For more details visit:
https://www.amazon.com/Patty-L.-Fletcher/e/B00Q9I7RWG
To read The Writer’s Grapevine on the web visit: https://campbellsworld.wordpress.com/writersgrapevine/

